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Hokin broken
for upgrades
0 Renovations force Big Mouth event to relocate
tions, produce 60 events and host
an additional 300 [events per
year], and so we have very little
The Hokin Annex shut its doors storage space for any of them:·
for renovations Nov. I, and it Caffey said.
won't
re-open
until
midThe walls of the new offices will
December.
provide more display space for the
Julie Caffey, assistant director of gallery in front of the Annex.
C-Spaces, said the biggest change Caffey said the gallery is currently
slated for the Annex, located in the limited in terms of space, and the
Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. renovations will allow some
Wabash Ave., is the destruction of breathing room for exhibits.
its office directly to the right of the
However, the renovations have
main entrance for the sake of ere- imposed on the Annex ·s regularly
ating more space.
. - - - - - - - , scheduled
programThe office, which proming. Since the Annex
isn't scheduled to revided room for student
work aides and acted as a
open until Dec. 17.
events such as the
green room for event performers. will be knocked
monthly Big Mouthdown and left open. Caffey
usually a staple of the
Annex- have
been
said. The office·s absence,
she said. would grant a better view redirected to other Columbia
of the stage and offer a much larg- spaces. The next Big Mouth event.
cr congregating area.
scheduled for Nov. 18. will in~tead
The elevated area kitty-comer be held in the Conaway Center of
from the doomed office will then the II 04 Center. II 04 S. Wabash
be built up with walls and turned Ave.
into a conference room and a tech
ot that it's going to be a probbooth nex t to a pair of new lem for Caffey: she welcomes a
offi ce>--one for a full-time change of venue for campus
employee and one for desperately events. as well as the chance to
needed Annex storage space.
prove to students there are other
"We put on about 32 exhibiSee Hoki n Page 6

By Scott Carlson

News Editor

Eric

Chronicle

Jose Gonzalez of US Demolition destroys walls Nov. 4 in the Hokin Arnex of the Wabash Campus
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. The Annex closed for repairs Nov. 1 to create better stage visibility
and more space for student gatherings, as well as storage space for exh ibits. The Annex is expected to re-open by Dec. 17.

'Up Close' and personal
0 School officials mum on appearance price tag of actress Lauren Bacall
By Andrew Greiner
Edtor·in-Chief

Columbia stude nts will have
the chance to get up close with
veteran actress Lauren Baca ll at
a school event Nov. 11- if
they' re lucky enough to score
one of the last few $35 tickets.
To kick off a new develo pmen t ini tiative, call ed "Up
Close With ... ," the Office of
In stitutional Advanceme nt is
bringing Baca ll to campu s for a
brief lecture and a Q-and-A sess ion, e mceed by Theater
Department Chairman Sheldon
Patinkin. The $35 tickets arc all
but sold out for the 300-seat
Dance Center theater, 1306 S ..
Michigan Ave .. where the event
will take place.
Fut ure g uests of the " Up
Close With" series include
James Earl Jo nes and Mary
Tyler Moore.
Baca ll 's 60-year film career
began in 1944 with the release
of To Have and Have Nor, star-
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ring Humphrey Bogart, and this
year Bacall stars in the recently
released Birth, featuring Nicole
Kidman .
Bacall was selected to kick
off the series because, according
college officials, she
to
a uthored the c ulture of he r
times, echoing the co llege's slogan.
Although Bacall 's visit takes
place on campus, the event is
not geared toward stud ents.
According to coll ege o ffi cia ls,
the "Up Close With" series is
des igned to attract wealthy
donors to the school.
But bringing the 80-year-o ld
actress to Columbia does have a
price tag. Estimates for Baca ll 's
personal appearance fee range
between $40,000 and $75,000,
wh ich is the pri ce range set by
Bacall 's agency.
College officials declined to
rel ease th e actual cost fo r
Bacall 's visit despite repeated
requests by The Chron icle.
Nelson Boyette, director o f

co nstituent
relation s
at
Columbia, who is heading up
the event, said he could offer
o nly a "guesstimate" of the
appearance fee.
"1 don ' t have the actual fi gure
because I did not put together
the contracts," he said. "But I
would put it between $40,000
and $50,000, based on my experience with booking agencies."
" It is unlikely that we wi ll
give access to that number,"
sa id Mark Lloyd, assistant vice
president of marketing and communications.

However, Lloyd said whatever the fee for the event, it did
not come from tuition dollars.
"The money comes from a
category of unrestricted funds
[such as donor gifts]," Lloyd
said. According to Lloyd, 90
percent of college revenue
comes from tuition dollars and
10 percent from outside funding. The fees for Baca ll will be
taken from the outside funding
See Bacall Page 7

KRT

Legenda ry actress Lauren Bacall greets the press with her dog
Sophie at the Viennale Film Festival Oct. 24 in Vienna, where s he
was the invited guest of honor. Bacall will visit Columbia Nov. 11
through the school's 'Up Close With' series, which is also slated
to bring James Earl Jones a nd Mary Tyler Moore in s p ring 2005.
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Editor-in-Chief
Don't be a fool with your school

K

imberl y is 14 years o ld
and she loves to dance.
M y kid sister has the
frame for it: thin and tall. w ith
long. graceful legs and ni mble
toes. She takes dance cla"cs
and plans to become a pompom
at her high school- ri ght now
Kim is j ust a freshman.
Kim i s ahead o f the c urve
among her high schoo l cohorts
because she has al ready decided
w hat she would l ike to do for a
career. She wants to dance. To
that end. Kim has al ready started
scouting colleges wi th solid
dance program s.
Just the o ther day. I ca lled my
littl e sister for a chat. During
our conversation she said to me.
"Andy. I ' m go ing to go to your
school. I think I am go ing to go
to Col umbia for college."
My initial reaction. although I
didn't tell her. was: "N0000 1
Don 't do i t. You don't know
w hat you are getting yo urself
into. Go somewhere else.
Major in science. or engineering
or bo tany. Just stay away fro m
Columbia. "
We wrapped up our phone
call- being a ! 4-year-old. Kim
had about 87 m ore phone call s
to make and a pending da te with
instant messe nger buddies to
keep up o n all the j uicy 14-yearold goss ip. She moved on. but I
remained perplexed.
Why. upon the mere mentio n
of my sister possibl y attending
Columb ia. did my skin begin to
crawl ?
I still haven' t f igu red it out
and it keeps me up at night.
Columbia is a good school and
I am loyal to the institution. I
be lieve that I am receivi ng a
quality ed ucati on and. more
importantly. building contacts

for my career.
But the thought of Kim attending Columbia is disheartening.
For some reason, I don't want
her to walk down Wabash
Avenue and be assaulted by
aggressi ve panhandlers. I don't
want her to go to the South L oop
C lub. I don't wan t her to eat at
Chicago Carry-O ut. I don't want
her to l ive i n the "Superdorm"which. by the time Kim i s read y.
w il l probably be a l ittle less
super. I don't w ant her to pay
the increasi ng rates for the CTA.
And I don' t know why.
Ki m deserves the true col lege
ex perience. L ec tu re hall c lasses
by day and warm keg beer by
ni ght; bad roommates, j ocks and
fraternities; a student center wi th
a cafeteria; col lege bars that
ex pect the obviously fake !D's
from th irsty youngsters.
Bu t by the time my li ttle sister
is ready to enrol l at Col umbi a,
the fi nishi ng touches o ffic i als
will be appl yin g to the Col umbia
2010 pl an. and if things go well
wi th it, my unease could be
base less.
Hopefull y the O ffice of
Campus Envi ronment will have
successfu lly ta ken over the
South Loop. bra nding it
Columbia property.
H opefull y the college 's
endowment will be huge and
students will not have to foot
extraord inary tuition bi l ls just to
keep the place runni ng.
H opefully the school wi ll be a
true 24-hour ca mpus, and Kim
can go to the l ibrary at 2 a. m. to
cram for her midterms.
H opefull y Col umbia wil l span
more than j ust the 14 build ings
it has now. And hopeful ly Kim
won't be stuffed into ant iquated
classrooms w ith 50 other stu-

dents vyi ng for educational
attention.
Hopefull y the sc hool's sec urity guards w ill keep an eye on the
students' safety and not stand
outside to bum c igarettes from
them.
Hopeful l y, hopeful ly.
Col umbia i s moving in the
ri ght direction.
There is a new fund-raisi ng
team gunni ng for outside dollars
and tryin g to lift the financia l
burden off the students. and put
i t on the backs of wealt hy
donors and alumni.
And a new team of planners in
Campus En vironment looking
for space, and spruc ing up the
pl ace.
·
Enrollment is up due to a new
recruitment initiati ve and the
students w ho do come here are
stayi ng longer.
Bu t it is too early to tell how
much progress will be made.
T here is still a good chance that
tuition w i ll skyroc ket, that buildings w ill become overcrowd ed
and enroll ment w ill have to be
stalled.
A s it is right now, I still don 't
want Kim to come here. A lo t
still has to change. Bu t she
should continue to keep her eyes
open, watch in g Columbia duri ng
the next few years. Keeping
tabs on its progress. Making the
schoo l own up to 2010. and settli ng for no thi ng less.
If six years from now K i m
th inks Columbia i s trul y the best
student-centered arts and media
schoo l in the world. she shoul d
come and dance. I f not. she
should look elsewhere-a nd go
easy on the warm keg beer.

- agreiner@chroniclemail.com
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City Beat
!Announcements I
•

Hire and hire

Th e Center for Teac hin g
Excell ence announced a new
adm inistrative
assi sta nt.
Joanne Hinkel j oins the CTE
team this month and has a
variety o f ex peri ences under
her belt.
Hinkel did freelance writi ng
for Tire Boston Phoenix and
worked as a gall ery direc tor
for the R ena Sternberg Gallery
in G lencoe, Ill.

•

Dixieland jazz at
Columbia

The Chicago Jazz Ensembl e
performs Nov. 8 at the Jazz
Showcase, 59 W . Grand Ave.,
as part of "B ig B and M onday
Nights."
T he per formance features
the musi c o f Thad Jones and i s
o pen to the public. General
admi ss io n i s $ 15. $5 for
Columbi a students w ith IDs.

For more information, con tact Kat Ryan at (3 12) 3446269.

Let there be love, Bobbi

•

Latin jazz?

Fro m No v. 10 to 14, the
H o tHouse. 31 E. B albo Dri ve,
ho lds its inaugura l Latin Jazz
Fes ti va l.
The festi val feat ures performances by Latin jazz musicians A ndy Gonzalez, John
San tos and Eddie Palmieri .

For mo re information. call
or
visit
( 312)362-9707
www.lrothouse. net.

•

'Bank'-ing on radio

Columbi a College alumna
and C hicago radio perso nal ity
D enise Jordan Wal ker presents
an evening w i th radio l egend
Doug B ank s. hos t o f ABC
Radi o's " The D o ug Banks
M orn in g Show."
O n Nov. 10. Bank s w ill
speak at the Jacks Java Cafe.
9 649 S. Western Ave .. about
his life, his career and w hat he
overca me to make it in radio .
D oors open at 6:30 p .m . and
B ank s spea k s at 7:30 p.m .
A dmissio n i s free, but seating
is limited .

To RSVP for tire event, email jdjwa/ker@ao l.com to
save your spot.

Weather
AccuWeather 7 -day
forecast for Ch icago
:\londa~.
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Breezy and coot High 48•
with clouds and Low 34•
sun

Tuesda), NO\. 9
Mostly sunny

High 52•
Low 39•

Wednesday, NO\·- 10
Sunny to partly
cloudy

High 54•
Low 39•

Thursday, Nov. II
Mostly cloudy
with showers

High 49•
Low 35•

Frida), Nm. 12
Partly sunny
Saturda~.

Mostly sunny

High 46°
Low 32:0~
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. B b · W'l
· ) and saxophonist Jim Gafloretto perform Nov. 4 at the Concert Hall
The- Scllbrouglli'(he Chronicle
I
Jazz voca.tst
o bl usyn (nght
of the Music Center,

1014 S. Mtch1gan Ave. Wllsyn performed selections from her 2001 album 'It's About Time' and.other jazz pop songs with t('le
Time Release Band, under the direction of Miguel de Ia Cema.
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Forthcomffig institute to
celebrate roles of women
0 Location, finishing date for Columbia's women's institute still unknown
By Jennifer Sabella
Assistant News E<ltor

Co lumbia wi ll soon be ho me to
the first and o nly Institute for the
Study of Women and Gender in
Arts and Media in the country.
While women's s tudies programs thri ve in colleges nationwide, the institute will be the first
to offer information focusing primarily on the arts and media.
Cheryl Johnson-Odim, dean of
the School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, along with Ellen StoneBelie, a member of Columbia's
board of trustees, worked with
other faculty members to develop
the institute.
" [The institute] has been a
dream of many women at
Columbia," )ohnson-Odim said.
"This is certainly a dream come
true."
Unlike the Women and Gender
_ Studies minor, the institute wi ll not
o ffer degrees. Instead , JohnsonOdim said, it will work to bring in
guest speakers and artists in residence. It will also develop and plan
public programs that celebrate
women 's roles in the arts and
media community.
"We' re ho ping curriculum will

be developed by faculty and students," Johnson-Odim said.
She wants the institute to inspire
teachers to spend more time analyzing the importance of gender in
the different areas o f s tudy at
Columbia. She pointed out that
some departments-such as Film
and Video, Photography, and Art
and Design-have cl asses that
already focus on gender.
After extensive planning, a committee of faculty and staff was
assembled, and it started looking
for a director to head up the program. By early October, the commi ttee narrowed down its list of
candidates from 80 applicants to
four women.
Jillana Enteen, Charlotte Saenz,
Jane Saks and Amy Shore make up
the fo ur candidates chosen as possible d irectors of the institute.
Johnson-Od im sa id the committee is presenting its recom mendations to the Office of the President
and wi ll have a di rector chosen
soon.
W hile the location for the institute is still unknown, its mission is
clear.
"The ins titute will carry out its
activities by fostering research and
analysis, curriculum development,

publ ic programming and a visiting

arti st and media professional program," Johnson-Odim said.
Funding for the institute came
from private donors, as well as a
grant from Congress. U.S.
Congresswomen Judy Bigger! anti
Jan Schakowsky support the institute and helped in attaining the
grant.
The response to the institute has
been limited, since everything is
just fa lling into place, but the few
people w ho know about it are
excited, Johnson-Odim said.
The institute is starting s mall
and working its way up.
"In itially, there will just be a
d irector and an administrative
assistant," Johnson-Odim said.
She wants faculty, staff and st udents to get involved with the institute to help bri ng the topic of
women and gender in the arts and
media into Columbia classrooms
and beyond. She hopes their work
will reach K-12 classrooms and
ignite community interest.
"This new institute wi ll be just
another way in which Columbia
d ist inguishes itse lf in arts and
media education, product ion and
scho larship," Johnson-Odim said.

Council hears concern over College ·to tear down Oasis
search for seminar director
0 Campus Environment office awarded grant to renovate Columbia's lights
Odim, dean of the School of Liberal
Arts and Sciences. "Faculty will
always be in control of the curricuKeith Kostccka, president of the lum. We felt it should be treated as
Organized Faculty of Columbia an admin istrative position, but [the
College. or CCFO, raised concerns director! will teach a couple of
about the search process for a direc- classes."
tor of the First Year Semi nar r.iiiimniiiiliiiill
Johnson-Odim set
Program, as well as the proforth the proposal for
gram's academic relevance, at
the
Freshman
the Nov. 5 College Council
Seminar requ irement
meeting.
as part of the cl;tanges
Kostecka 's concerns center
to the liberal educaaround the fact that he believes
tion
curriculum ,
there is no faculty representawhich was voted into
tion o n the search committee, effect by the council last faiL
though he said the position .is being Johnson-Odim said that the seminar
marketed as an "academic staff' was important for incoming freshposition.
men and after going through the
"It is stated in the CCFO bylaws approval process, the program is
that any department director is a now in planning stages.
member of CCFO," Kostecka said.
"It will be required," Johnson'There is no one on the search com- Odim said.
mittee that taught the freshman
The college placed an advertiseseminar program recently. T he ment in the Chronicle of Hi gher
committee should include members Education in an effort to make the
available position known to a comthat have taught before."
Kostecka is concerned wi th the munity of hi gher education profescommittee assembled to choose the sionals.
director of this program. as well as
Kostecka called the ad "misleadthe position itself. Listed as an ''aca- ing" and feels that further clarificademic staff' position, Kostecka said tion is needed for the director posithe director would not be responsi- tion.
ble for teaching the class, which d ifAfter Senior Seminar was cut
fers from si milar program s at from the curriculum last year, the
schools nationwide. Schools such new freshman program was sugas the Uni versity o f Colorado and gested, wi th hopes of changing the
Valparaiso University list directors existing freshman seminar proof such programs as faculty.
gram, and make it more valuable to
'The job is 75 percent adminis- new students, Johnson-Odim said .
trative," said C hery l JohnsonThe course would begin in fall

By Jennifer Sabella

Ass~tant

News Editor

2005 and be phased in with 25 percent of students taking the course
over four years.
According to Jo hnson-Odi m, the
program aims to case the transition
tor students into college life, and
help them make decisions about
their future careers.
Kostecka, along with other council members, s uggested th at
Johnson-Odim create a wri tte n
statement informing them of the
goals, plans and ideas for the new
program.
Joh nson-Odim plans to present
the council with this written statement at their next meeting.
Also at the College CounciI
meeting, Alicia Berg, vice president
of campus environment, anno unced
that her office received the lllinois
C lean Energy Grant, a $250 ,000
grant to renovate the school's lighting. Berg's o ffice wi ll match the
grant up to$ I 90,000.
"[My office] is gearing up for
replacing the light bulbs and light
sources on campus," Berg said .
She said the new light bulbs will
last longer and are more environmentally safe.
Li ght bulbs are not the o nly environmental project Berg's office is
worki ng on.
Columbia's cleaning supplies are
also getting into the ceo-friendly
mix. Berg said she negoti ated a deal
with Columbia's cleaning crews, to
tiave them move to green cleaning
supplies, which, according to Berg,
are better for the environmen t.

Oasis will no longer be the
place to go for student information.
Officials from the Office of
Student Affairs are set to debut a
new web portal page that contains
student information, such as campuswide events, career opportunities and links to college departments on the Columbia website.
The portal page, which can be
accessed through the student link
on Col umbia's bo mepage, will
supplant Oasis as the main purveyor of student information.
"We're tearing down Oasis as a
portal," said Mark Kelly, vice
president of student affairs. '1t'll
debut in a couple of weeks:·
The site will be maintained and
updated dail y by Norman
Alexandroff, son of former
Columbia president and founder
Mirron "Mike" Alexandroff.
As recently as last fall ,
AJexandroff ran Columbia's now
defunct, award-winning alumni
magazine Gravity. Alexandroff's
new title at the college is director
of student communicatio n.
"Norman has been working on
this for six months," Kelly said.
The new page has been tested
by s tudent focus groups , and
Kelly believes it is ready to
launch.
''What I was trying to do was to
consolidate or streamline the info
that students normally get from
flyers,"
Alexandroff
said.
"Usually, when a student saw
something that interested them, it
had already passed because the
cacophony o f flyers stay up for
weeks.''

• ''The site is fi lled with informa-

tion that students 'said they need,"
Kelly said.
Along with the new site design,
the Student Affairs Office plans to
send out weekly e-mail "blasts,"
aggregate messages which contain a compilation o f the week's
student news. The lobby of every
building will have postings of the
week's events, "so we can start to
make sense of tht: incredible array
of student info at Columbia."
Kelly said.
The portal re-design comes
after disappointmen t with the
Oasis system as a news outlet.
"Oasis was incredibly lame as a
place fo r inlormation," Kelly said.
''[It) works great as a transaction tool," he said. ·'But as a
source of information, it is a
mess."
"[The new portal] is modeled
after an MSN or Yahoo site where
you start your computer or browser and are hit with the news of the
day," Alexandroff said.
One major benefit of the new
portal is that it costs nothing to
implement. Alexandroff and
Ebonie Saunders, who writes the
HTM L code for the site, are
already on staff, and the page
already exists, Kelly said. It is just
a matter of updating the site.
Kell y said that he expects the
site to take a few months to catch
o n wi th students, but once they
get used to the one-stop s ite for
student affairs news, it will be
widely accepted.
" I don 't thi nk you will find any
students who disagree that Oasis
is a bad portal," Kelly said.
-Andrew Greiner
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Columbia College. Television -Dept-

Program Guide for Universi1y (enter on Channel 32
Camfrus Update

·

.

Columbia s forum for tompu$D8WSt(mnouncements, event~. weather mfo & more ...
MWFSu: 6a, So, lOa, 12p, 2p, 4p,6p lRSo: 7a, 9o, 11o, lp, 3p, Sp, 7p, 9p, llp

Reel Stuff · .,.
Aprofile of studentfiiJI!i video,.P
This week's featu[ed artist: Vaa
MWFSu: llo
1lSo: 8p

~o?~IK;[!!:J~n~:;ogrom 1~

visits different venues around Chicogi ·.·.
Featured: GourmorickCoffee HousetOuimby's Bookstore, Frankie J's
MWFSu: 1l :30a
~: 8:30p

A Dance "Marvel

Adocomentofion otdassicol ftldion donee.
MWfSu: 12:30p

TRSo: 9:30p

Reel Stuff

Aprofile ofs1udent film, video, animation & documentary projects..
This week's featured artist: Terry Hahin, Film major
MWfSu: lp
TRSo: lOp

College Town, USA

The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11th St.
Concert

Hall

Events

9~;;~~
in the lobby every Monday at 12:30

PM

Tuesday November 9

Doug Lofstrom and the New Quartet in Concert
12:30 PM
Wednesday November 10

Chicago Zither Orchestra in Concert
12:30 PM
Thursday November 11

Peter Lerner Quartet in Concert
12:30 PM

(NL)

The aew vi;its tollege campuses, hong~uts and students tmlund the country.
This week's open house: UClA
MWfSu: Bp

Garners (NL)
Videogames of all genres and game platforms are explored.
MWfSu: 8:30p

A/V Squad

(NL)

·

Meet musicians and dj's from around th.e <ountryw&ile visiting some hot dubs.
M.WFSu: 9p & 9:30p

Comedy Night SchooltNLJ
Join Professor Doug GordOn on wriovs cometi< adventures and ltssons.
MWFSu: lOp

The Gleib Show (NL>
Gltib and his crew venture to many events and tnlk with wriovs celebrities.
MWFSu: 10:30p

Half Baked (NL)

Tickets for Friday night's concert are $10 for adults,
$5 for children and Columbia students.
To purchase tickets for .this event call312-344-6300.

Ahip and enterloining cooking show will\ ~rioos Pet'sonofities.
MWFSu: llp
·

Master Debaters (NLJ
Students from different universities debate hizlllle topics.
MWFSu: 11 :30p
{Ill) Kotionol lampoon lle!worlt Programming

Do you hove a great music video that people need to see? Contact:

Frequency TV
Columbia College Television Dept.
312.344.8509
frequencytv@colum.edu
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6 __fampus News

Paintballers aim
for first outing
of the semester
(_) Tc.:urn to trave l to Detroit for college tournament

Several ( 'olumh1a >tudent' arc
a\kmg lor 1>40 '" they can ' h<x>l
theu· l11cnd'
( 'o lumh1a Pamthall. a ' tudc nt
<Hga lll t.aiHlll, began gea nng up 1:"1

alone . you would be paymg 'l>IO
more. Without the bu,."
Fundmg h:" been an ob>taclc
for the pa1ntball club th" year.
" nee it' money wa' c ut to a third
o f la' t year\ total, lcavmg it with
:1>500 to 'pend compared wi th '"
preVIou' budget of 1; 1,500. The

\\t.:C.:~ lo1 ''' 111 \ l o ullng olt hc year.

Student Organization Council b

By Jennifer Sabella
ASststanl flews Eotor

1\
pll.: rcg J:-t tratwn.
wh1ch I<H >k p lace Nov. 2
anti 4, wa~ an atte mpt to
raugc how many people

~

would he Jllh.:rc:-.tcd 111

rccomrncnd u1g more

fund

r;u"ng for the d ub.
"A lot of organ 1zatiom.
were taking adv<Jntagc of
the money," Smith :-.:ud.

1he Nov. 7 eve11t.
"They wou ld tak e th e
Co lu mh"' ·, o ne a11d
SPORTS mo ney and ha ve p izza
o 11ly paintha ll club made
parties wi th it. They c ut
plan' to pack up the bw. a nd head the funds to encourage fund raisto Fox l':unthal l in M illington, Ill. . ing
o n Nov. 7 fo r a day o f rec reati On.
Dominic Collonc, director o f
Bri an Smith . the cl ub's vice stude nt leaders hi p. confirmed
pre,idcnt. ' aid the adva nce regis- Sm ith 's state ment.
Ira tion 1:-. a

ti r:-.t t(,r

the cl uh.

" I t wa!\n ' t fair that some o rgani-

Courtesy Dana Lltoff

Columbia fiction writing students (from left) Bernadette Jones, Daniel Mac Rae, Christopher
Jobson, Pat Noonan, Emily Pankow and Dana Litoff (front) visit the Old Town Square in Prague.
During the trip, the students produced, 'PRAGUEmalion ,' a collection of short stories published
by Alisa Publishers in the Czech Republic.

" Wc'rc hoptng people will just zatio ns would take the $ 1,500 and
' how up the day o f," S mith said . buy food with it ," Collone said .
" lh uall y, we get there to wai t l for
Eac h organiza tion receives a
the bu'l and everyo ne ' how' up."
$500 base and is e ncouraged to
Outing' u>t~:<ll y bri ng 20 to 60 fund raise with that base. The SOC
people. S mith said. and paintball doubles whatever money is made.
club rncmhm were hopeful that
The paintbal l club is pla nning a
0 Fictio n stude nts' antho logy is first book in Eng lish by a Czech publisher
early reg istm tion wou ld give the m Krispy Kremc fund -raise r soon
all idea o f who was intc re,ted and <Ul<l wa nts 10 fi nd more ways o f
T he a nth o logy was e ntitl ed reading all the pieces and giving
get the word out around campus.
fu nd raising as well. S mith said.
~~~~~1;~~e
PRAGUEmalion : an anthology. eac h student feedbac k.
"Every eve nt we've ever had
According 10 Flowers. the lirst
Within its pages. eac h wri te r has
" It was a very s pur o f the
1"" bee n a hla , t." s aid C urt outing of the year won' t be the last.
T hi s s umme r, seven fic tio n his o r he r work s howcased. momen t process ," Litoff said.
Flower,, the d uh\ li nt11der and
" I'm try ing 10 get more trips
writing s tudents went to Pra gue A ltho ugh some of their projects "We began to realize we had a
prc"dcnt.
together. ei ther publ ic or team o utto s tud y and work in the land of were not started overseas, the product worth s howing."
lege ndary Czec h wri te r Fra nz selling inspired most o f the fin A fter the cover a rt for the
Flower' " ud the dub ha' grown ings." l'lowc r' said .
The team is tra veling to De troi t
Ka fka . T he trip resulted
is hed prod uc t. T he an a ntho logy Wit> fini s hed. it was
111 populanty during it s four years.
o n Nov. IJ 10 compe te in a tournain a publi shed a ntho lofo r the book cover was taken to /\l isa Pu blishers in the
hu t hope' it wil l grow even more.
" i\ lot o f people play paintball
me nt organi zed by the National
gy of s hort stories and
inspired by a tour of the Czec h Republic, whic h agreed to
he re Iat Columbia !." l'lowcrs said . College Paintba ll Association.
llash fi c tio n fro m each
places
Kafka
wrote pro mote a nd publish it. T he
"They just don' t know about us."
There they will play against bigof the students.
abo ut.
gro up held a personal book
S ince the new , tude nt w nvoca- na me sc hool s s uc h as the
Led b y part- time
" Prag ue was the back- release Aug . 20 at a bar where
ins truc to r
Mark
UTWTilAE d rop o f w here we were," Kafka a nd his fr iends used to
tion in Septe mbe r, club me mbe r- Uni versity o f Ill inois, Pe nn State
, hip has grown to nearly 120 peo- University. and Purdue University
Da vidov and Dr. Alexis
anthology contributo r wri te.
pic.
fo r the ultimate prize- bragging
Pride- both
of Columbia's Emi ly Pa nkow said . "For fi ve
Columbia students we re the
F ic ti on Writing Department- the weeks we li ved , breathed, wrote , first A merican writers to be pubDespite the hi gh num ber. Smith rights.
said the re arc only about 10 guys
" We're trying 10 make it more o f
s tudents pu lled together their ate and drank in a place none of lished by A lisa, and a lthoug h the
who " run the show" and consis- a college-type sport ," S mith said
writings and began assembling us had been before ."
gro up did not have the ability to
tcmly a ne nd meetings and events.
about the lac k o f an actual prize.
the m into a representative collecAs the publi s hing process purc hase m any books, they manThe club is ope n not o nly to
Despite the fact that so far the
tion o f the ir work . It wasn't began, the write rs were s ubjected aged to get copies of their work
Columbia stude nts, but the general paint ball team is all male, Smith
exactly how the trip was meant to to a serious time c runc h unde r into a fe w local sto res s uc h as
public as well . The cost fo r the hopes for a more diverse team in
e nd .
Davidov's leade rs hip . Da vidov Wo men &
C h ild ren
First
No v. 7 event was $40 for the futu re.
"Everything s nowballed ," said had bee n through the process Booksto re and Q uimby's, as well
Columbia stude nts and $45 for
"Every trip we've had around
f ic ti o n writin g s tude nt Dana before a nd knew the s tudents as some bookstores in P rague.
anyone else ancnd ing.
live to 10 g irls," S mith said . "But
Li toff. " About three weeks into mi ght be ne fit greatly fro m the
"To get o ur work published
"Hopefully. as we rai se mo re we'd like to sec more g irls
the trip the whole process s tarted expe rie nce.
was a validati on of abi lities,"
and it ke pt mov ing to the ne xt
Pride served as the editor o f Lito ff said .
mn ncy, we c.111 make trips t.: heap- involved."
er," Smith ,aid . "Bu t if you went
level."
the antho logy by indi viduall y
The s tude nts ha ve been push- - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- -- - -- . , - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - , . ing to get copies of their a ntholo gy in the Col um bia bookstore.
b ut they have run into some co mC(mfimwdfmm l·ivnt Page
pi icatio!TS. Because the book was
spaces on campus for them to t'Oil ·
drive costs further up."
on the A nnex since the space was o f permits not being avai Iable, it
published overseas, ~ hi ppi n g
g.rcgatc.
Acrording to C arol Ann Brown . used fo r Colum bia 's books tore.
on ly just now got pushed o ut," costs to the s tates a re high" It 's kllld ~) r nice tu mtx up o ur
d irct.: tor o f the l lok 111 Center. both Even after the bookstore became Caffey said . "This time made the approxi ma tely $1 per book . But
' I" ''""'·" Caffey ' a" l. " It's clclinitc- ~ tud cn t s and staff ~1rc going to ben- the llokin Annex in 1992. a year most sense. because if we had tried
that doesn't mean the books
lv a :-.acnlil·c. T h!.! truth 1~ . conc.rc- efit from a rcf~>rmattcd Annex.
after she took over as direc tor o f to do it betwee n semeste rs . it
won ' t ever hit Col umbia shelves.
g,tllll g ha~ alway~ been a pr..;m t~un.
"Opening up the A nnex is going the l lokin Ga lle ry. Brown said not
would ha ve still run into the spring
'The Columbia bookstore has
llapptly. the ltbrary " ope n more to make thl! ~ pace mnrc conduci ve muc h of the space was different.
semester."
agreed to se ll the a nthology,"
~) ltc r1. :-.o there arc :u.khtHma l area:-.
to the type> of e vents we produce.
"It really d idn't c hange at all ,"
Bro wn said once the repairs are
Pankow said. "We expect to have
t~u :-.tudcnt.-.. to hang out."
as we ll as open up spat·c liJr o ur said Brown . "They left the !o ffi ce! fi nis hed , possibly earlie r than Dec. some copies there in the next
l\ 1t~ c Dcht:-. h. :t:-.:-.unatc v~ec ~ta l 'f."l3rnwn said. "Wc'v.:. got two rooms, put in the raised area and
17. she hopes stude nts will make
four to s ix week;."
!l!C:-.H.knt llf fa ~o: dttJ c:-. and opcr;;tpeople who share an ortice in there. bui lt a stage. It was minimally the redesigned Annex as popular as
Despite the lack of respo nse
tam:-.. :-.:11d thL" IL'Illl\'atton \ co:-.1 ha:-.
;md they s it n1;1ybe a foot apart."
upgraded from the bookstore- the the l lokin Gallery.
from the Prague commu ni ty as of
tHH hccn flll:tll tl'd ht·~o.: au:-.c rcnov;t"We usc it a lot for special orange counter in the Annex is still
"The bulk of our traffic a nd peoyet, the students have received
ltl'll jliU.JL'I.." I:-. ll'lld hl ;IL' I..'llllllll:t!C
events. and it always had to be a pan o f the origi nal bookstore."
ple congregating is more in the so me positive feedbac k about
C\ I>Cil:-.C:-. a:-. t h e~ pll\gtc:-.:-..
JUry-rigged." said Mark Kelly. vice
Columbia o fficials said plans for Hokin Gallery than in the Anne x.
the ir work .
"\Vt: '''tg111a!ly had .m tdca that 11 prc>idcnt of student affa irs. "Some the renovatio ns had been approved whic h is some thing we're hoping
New York T imes best-selling
\\l1111d he bet\\eCn $6l),(X)() anJ
relatively small changes are going with money tha t was set aside near- to c hange as well- ma king it more
a utho r Lee C hild said it was "an
$70.000. b111 that cuuiJ c:"tly 10 result in a far more attracti ve 1y a year ago. but the necessary of an inviting enviro nment for peo- amazing boo k."
r hange." Debish satd. "When you space a nd relaxation area for s tu- permits for the job did no t come ple to come in and relax," Brown
"It was awesome sharing our
get mto a rehab si tuatio n llJr butl<.l
de nts."
toge ther until recently.
said. "So I don' t think people will
sto ries and reflecting o n our time
mgs. you could e nd up ti nd ing
Accord ing to Brown, the rc nova"This had been o n the books to mind being displaced for a fe w
in suc h an a m azing city,"
something in the wall that could lhlns will be the first major wo rk be do ne this summer. but because weeks ."
Pankow s aid.

Went to Prague, wrote a book
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Whistles, Broadway
and Bogie: the life of
Lauren Bacall

Theresa Scarbrough!The Chronicle

Theater students Danielle Boyd and Leah Morrow run through a rehearsal Oct. 20 for their performance at the 'Up Close With Lauren Bacall' reception on Nov. 11. Boyd and Morrow, the female
leads in the Theater Department's December production of 'Guys and Dolls,' are slated to perform
two songs from 'Applause' and 'Woman of the Year,' musicals Bacall performed on Broadway.

Bacall

Conrinuedfiom Front Page

dollars, Lloyd sa id.
To he lp defray the costs, the
college has searched fo r outside
sponsorship for the event. At
this point, Ll oyd said , there are
two spo nsors for Bacall 's visit,
Ace Hardware a nd the Hilton
Corp.
" We a{e seeking spo nsorship
for the entire series," Ll oyd
said. " Right now, this is an
in vestment cost."
" We see this as a development
program, not fund raising. The
stra tegy here is different,"
Lloyd said. "The idea here is to
cultivate long-range interest in
Col umbia."
The long-ra nge interest could
translate into donor sponsorship
at future "Up C lose With
events, Lloyd said .
" By engaging people and
tying them to Columbia, then
they w ill become donors,"
Boyetle said. "We are fi nding
other ways o f engagi ng peo ple
a nd bringing doll ars in that are
not from stude nt s."
Boyeue said this model has
been used by other sc hools. particu larly
by
Sa m
Ross,
Col um bia's c urrent vice president o f insti tutional advanceme nt, wh ile he was at St.
Benedictine College.

city beat!
fJ

8c e!

ctJmpu$!
commenffJty!

T here will be a Q-and-A sess ion, where select students wil l
be encouraged to participate.
The lecture and Q-and-A wi ll
take place in the Dance Center
of Columbia.
"Stude nts will be selec ted to
participate," Lloyd sa id. "B ut
this is a donor develo pme nt
opportuni ty."
"There are on ly 300 seats," he
said. "That's the biggest place
we have on campus."
However, two students have
been c hosen to perform at the
event. Singers Danielle Boyd,
an acti ng major, and Leah
Morrow, a musi cal theater
major, will perform two songs
from musicals Bacall starred in
on Broadway, "Applause" and
"Woman of the Year."
Regardless of student partic ipati on, Ki m Clemen t, assistant
vice president of ins titutional
advancement, sa id Bacall 's visit
will
be
interesting
for
Co lum bia's film and theater students.
" It 's great th at She ld on
Patinkin will be interviewing
her. It 's kind of like ' Inside the
Actors Studio,"' Clement said .
Patinkin is unsure o f what
questions he will ask Bacall ,
although she ha s said that no

available online

through the
miracle of

topic is off lim its.
''I will ask her about her various experi ences workin g with
different actors and about the
difference of her performances
on stage versus the screen,"
Patinkin said. "I won't be asking any James Lipton-style
questions Iike, 'If you were a
color, what co lor would you
be?"'
Patin kin is aware that the "Up
Close With ... " event is not
designed with stude nts in mind .
" Hopefull y it means raising
money [for the co ll ege],"
Patinkin said. " We want to get a
capital campaign goi ng."
After her lecture and Q-and-A
sess ion, Bacall will be the guest
of honor a t an invite-on ly
President's Club receptio n at the
Center for Book a nd Paper Arts,
on the second floor of the 1104
Center, 1104 S . Wabash Ave.
The Preside nt 's Club is a group
of do nors who commit gifts of
$500 o r more to Columbia .
"The dinner is where the big
money donors will be," P_ati nkin
said.
Boyette sa id that the "Up
Close With ... " eveni ng is not a
fund-rais ing event.
~' We

In the course of an interview with the po pular British
morning show "GMTV" for
the promotion of the film
Birth , veteran Hollywood star
Lauren Bacall flashed red
when
interviewer
Jenni
Falconer asked what it was
like to work with a "screen
legend" like her co-star,
Nicole Kidman.
"She's not a legend," Bacall
told Falconer. "She's a beginner. She can't be a legend at
whatever age· she is-you
have to be older."
Bacall backpedaled later,
apologizing for her tone, but
it 's hard to c riticize her
protes t. The Oct. 29 release of
Birth marks a 60-year career
of more than 30 screen roles
and an impressive Broadway
stint for the actress and former wife of Humphrey
Bogart, who wi ll
vis it
Columbia as part of the "Up
Close Wi th ... " series Nov. II
in the theater of The Dance
Center, 1306 S. Mi c hi gan
Ave.
Born Betty Joan Perske in
1924, Baca ll intended to
become a dancer throughout
her childhood, then switched
to drea ms of newspaper
reporting in her teens. A
chance meeting with Bette
Davis, star of All About Eve
( 1950)
and
Whatever
Happened to Baby Jan e?
( 1962), convinced her to
switch her career aga in, thi s
lime to acting. She too k classes at the American Academy
of Dramatic Arts and premiered on Broadway in 1942,
the same year ·she was
crowned Miss Greenwich
Village.
Bacall 's film career started
with a bang in 1944. The
young actress was discovered
by Slim Hawks, the wife of
legendary direc tor Howard
H awks, who saw Bacall's picture in Harper's Bazaar. She
persuaded Howard to fly

Bacall out to California for a
screen test.

Haw ks cast Bacall opposite
Bogart in To Have and Have
Not ( 1944), wh.e re she utlcrcd
the now-famous movie line:
"You know how to whistle,
do n't you. Steve? You j ust put
your
lips
together-a nd
blow."
Bogart and Bacall married
the fo llowi ng year and eventually starred together in The
Big Sleep (1946). Dark
Passage ( 1947) and Key
Largo (1948). The two also
performed together in ''Bold
Venture," a sy ndicated · rad io
program that aired from 195 1
to 1952. Bacall remained married to Bogart until his death
in 1957.
Besides the ir films, Bogan
and Bacall a lso shared deepvoiced performances, whic h
were caused by a throat disorder now named after the pair.
The Bogan -Baca ll Synd rome
is a kind of muscle tension
dysphonia or hoarseness that
commonly
affects
voice
actors, especia ll y women,
who perform using a low
vocal pitch.
other
screen
Bacall 's
appearances include How to
Marry a Millionaire ( 1953),
Designing Woman ( 1957) with
Gregory Peck. Murder on the
Orient Express ( 1974), Th e
Fan ( 198 1), Misery ( 1990)
and Dogvil/e (2003). Her ro le
in The Mirror Has T• vo Faces
(1996) won her u nominatio n
for Best Supporting Actress,
her first and only Academy
Award no minatio n.
Bacall 's stage perfo rmances
include "Goodbye, C harlie"
( 1959), " Cactu s Flower"
(1965)
and
"Applause"
(1970), which earned her first
Tony Award. Bacall has also
written two best-sell ing autobiographies: By Myself, which
won the National Book Award
in 1980, and Now ( 1994).
-Scott Carlson

are not look ing to raise

any funds from the event itse lf,
but to tie people to Columbia
Co ll ege
through
Lauren
Bacall,"' Boyette said. "The
main thing is that we are looking for an interesting way to
market and brand the coll ege as
a whole. There are 'o many
inc idents of fab ulous programming here, but it doesn't allow
us to brand the co llege as a
whole .
T he goal being that
we want people o utside of the
college to know that we are a
significant cultural instit ution."
James Earl Jones is slated for
an "Up Close With ... " event on
Feb. 14, 2005. and Mary Tyler
Moore is expected to make an
appearance on April 14, 2005.

KRT

Lauren Bacall and Kirk Douglas in a publicity photo from the
1950 film 'Young Man With a Hom.'
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No cracking popularity of 'code'
0

' DaVi nci ' still creating a stir on campuses and in churches

leges and un iversit ies ac ross the
country have arranged lectures,
w hich feature prominent art and
A ftcr spcnd111g more than a theology h is torian s to debunk
yea r o n numerous best seller and discuss what some view as
lists, author Dan Brown's The an attack on two millennia o f
DaVinc t Code is stil l going Catholic tradit ion.
Notre Dame Co llege in Ohio
strong. In addition to a film
directed by Ron Howard starring hosted a roundtable d iscuss ion
Russell
Cro we and Kate and lecture in August featuring
13ec kinsale scheduled for release Joseph F. Kelly, chairman of
in 2005, a new hardcover print- Re lig ious Studies at John Carroll
in g
of
the , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , University in
co m" Brown's book is by no
Ohio.
novel ,
plete
wi th
m eans a threat. .. It has
"It was quite
researc h notes
amazing.
We
had ove r 200
and
illu strarev ita li zed the dialogue
tions, has jus t a bout peoples' place in the people
show
wo rld .... Dan Brown has
up," said Library
been published.
13 tH all of these
Director Karen
done m e a n immense
Zoller. "He had
are
things
favor."
s mall ind icaa very easy,
tors of the
very
straigh t
book's momenforward presenRev.
John
Sewell,
ministum .
tation that resWith nearly ter at St. John\ Episcopal onated
well
s tx
mtllion Church in Memphis, Tenn.
w ith the stucopies in print, ' - - - - - - - - - - -----' dents and facu lthe book has
ty that were prese nt , and I think
sparked a controversy. with its everyone left feel ing that mos t
story. It details a Harva rd sym- of their ques tio ns had been
bologist's unw itting d iscovery of answered."
a 2.000-yea r-old plot by the
Nu mero us institutions have
Ca tholic Church to conceal the hos ted s imilar events with
true his tory of Jesus C hrist's life a lmost identical results, and
and fina l days. So grea t is the many patrons were pleased by
controversy that numerous col- the presentations on the his tori-

_!!y Ada_l!l_}. Ferington
AsiOClate E~tor

KRT

A tour group in Milan, Italy, takes in the restored view of
Leonardo DaVinc i's 'The Last Supper,' a pa inting supposedly
rife with hidden cl ues to Ch ris t's last days .

cal and religious aspec t of
the nove l. In addition,
some religious authorities
found that The Da Vinci
Code is having a profound
effect on the re-emergence of college age
adults into the church.
"W hen (The DaVinc i
Code] came out, we had
discuss ions on it ever y
Tuesday for the fi rst three
wee ks," said the Rev.
John Sewell, minis ter at
S t. John 's
Episcopal
C hurch in Memphis,
Tenn . "The fi rst week, we
had about 700 people
show up; people from all
ove r (the community].
People were parking eight
to I 0 blocks away jus t to
listen."
It may seem s urpris ing
to some that a work of
popu lar culture, with suc h
dissenting views toward
mi llennia o f doctri ne and
tradition, is pa rti ally
res ponsible fo r a resurgence of youth spirituality, but Sewe ll fi nds it parAdam J. FeringtoniThe Chronicle
ticu larly apt.
" Brown's book is by no Westminster Abbey's western facade in London is the final resting
means a threat. It has revi- place of n ume rous autho rs, scientists and former English ~eads of
state. The Abbey is featured prominantly in The DaVinci Code.'
talized the dia logue about ,...--------,-----.,-------------,-=-:---c-:=:-----,
people 's place in the
world in a way that
engages them both intellectually. and s piritually.
We have a say ing that
goes, ' It 's grace, stupid.'
That 's w hat this is: The
feeling that perhaps something can make sense and
s till be applicable to real
people's lives. In a way,
Dan Brown has done me
an immense favor."
Sewell's fee lings and
the majority o f st7tdents'
impress ions based on
sc ho larly presentations
may not echo everyo ne's
feel ings toward the book's
message .
But
with
Leonardo Da Vinc i ·s legacy still going strong ce nturies after his death, the
or ig inal Rena issance man
may s till have a lot to
KRT
teach us.
C h rist meets 'the wome n of Jerusalem' in th e eighth of the 14
'Sta tions of Th e Cross' that d epict hi s cruc ifixion .

Spirits are high for young drinkers, but beer gets left out in the cold
0

Many college students are tipping their glasses, but shunning the suds in favor of mixed cocktails

By Tom Daykin
MtlwaukeeJoumat Sentinel (KRT)
M ILWAUKEE- Just shy of
her 22 nd birthday, Ke ll y
13annen is the type of cus tomer
tha t big brewers s uch as
Anheuser- Busc h
In c.
and
Mille r Brewing C o. pay dearl y
to reach.
Batmen's age group, people
2 1 to 24, account for 30 percent
of the natio n's beer consumptio n. Ge t ' em whil e the y're
young and you co uld win a lifelong

customer,

marketi ng

ex perts say.
Th e re's j us t one proble m :
Batme n is among a g rowjng

number of young drinkers w ho
don 't like beer.
" I th ink it tastes rea lly biller,"
sa id Bannen, a sen ior at
Marquette
U niversity
in
Wisco ns in. "I like sweeter
things to drink."
Si nce 2000, beer 's s hare of
the overall a lcoho l be verage
market has eroded , w hile the
share held by w ine and spirits
has ga ined g round, accord ing to
New York -based cons ulting
firm Beverage Ma rketing Corp.
Much of beer 's decline is tied
to inroads tha t se llers of vodka,
tequila and other sp irits ha ve
made with co ns umers in the ir
20s. Prope ll ed by aggress ive
marketing, a new generation of

drinkers is s howing a growing earl y October sp iked with cafpreference for sweete r drinks, feine, g inseng and fru it fla vors
such as flavored martinis and to help broaden its appea l to
other cocktails made wi th fruit- . young consumers. Other new
fla vored spirits.
drinks may fo llow, said execuSo me of those d rinkers, ti ves a t the compan y, the
including men , w ho account for nation 's largest brewe r.
more than 80 percent of U.S.
M eanwhile, Ado lph Coors
beer consumption, still imbibe Co., based in Golden, Colo. , is
a fro sty b rew. But they are less touting two new fruit- flavo red
loyal to suds and more wi lling versions of its Z ima flavored
to spend an even ing at the c lubs malt beverage.
sa mpling a wide range of conMiller, for now, is largely
avo iding such new products
coctions.
"They have a grea t thirs t for and rema ins foc used on selling
var iety," sa id Robert Lachky, bee r. Company exec utives
A nheuser-Busch vice president believe they can grab more cusof brand management.
tomers, inc luding young o nes,
St. Louis-based A nhe user- b y continuing to focus on core
Busch launched a ne w beer in brands s uch as Miller Lite.

Miller also is ramping up its
aggressive program· of conducting samplin g promotions at
bars and c lubs- someth ing
spirits distillers ha ve a lso used
during their recent growth
spurt.
Miller executives say they
are well aware of the threat
beer sales face from the rising
tide of vanilla vodkas, raspberry mart ini s and other swee t
sp irits . The stakes are high fo r
brewers like Miller, w hich has
around I ,800 employees in
M ilwaukee.
"Wine and spirits have done
a great job of attacking us by
creating cons umer excitement,"
See Spirits, Page 11
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NEWS BRIEFS
Stories from colleges across the country
Youth voter turnout for 2004 election almost identical to
2000 election, despite predictions of strong turnout ...
DALLAS- Despite predictions of a strong turnout, young
people appeared to be voting in
roughly the same proportions
as four years ago.
Exit polls showed that those
18 to 29 years old accounted
for 17 percent of all voters,
about the same as 2000. They
favored Sen. John Kerry, with
56 percent saying they went
with the Democratic challenger, and 4 3 percent choosing
President Bush, according to
the pol ls.
According to exit polls, one
out of five voters in Ohio,
Pennsy lvania,
Michigan,
Minnesota and Wisconsin were
younger than 30-the same
percentage of the electorate as
voters older than 60 w ho regularly turn out.
Over the last year, a looseknit coa lition of organizations,
including Rock the Vote, MTV
Choose or Lose, Declare
Yourself and the New Voters
Project, spent more than $40
mi llion to get young people to
the polls. The campaign hoped
to reverse a steady decline in
the voting rate of young peop le.
Except for an upswing in
1992, turnout among yo ung
voters has fallen one-third in
the last 30 years.
Organizers were aim ing for
20 million young votes, 2 million more than in 2000.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - The
number of non-bl ack students
enrolled at Tennessee State
has
slightly
Univers ity
decreased, despite a desegregation order to increase non-b lack
enro llment. The numberstands
at I ,924, down from I ,985 last
year, accord ing to the 2003
Te.nnessee State University
Fact Book and the Office of
Institutiona l Effectiveness and
Research.
However, there are no s igns
that the decreased non-black
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A day in the sun.

enro llment is part of a trend.
In 2001, a federal cou rt
issued the Geier Co nsent
Decree,
which
gives
Tennessee's pub Iic higher education institutions unt il 2006 to
meet detailed minority recruitment and retention goals. The
order was issued in response to
a desegreg_ation lawsuit filed in
1968 by .Rita Sanders Geier, a
former history instructor who is
African-American at Tennessee
State, to eliminate the state's
dual system of higher education. A lthough schools were
legally desegregated, blacks
and whites still went to separate schools.
If Tennessee State follows
the Geier mandates, the state
has agreed to contribute $1 mi llion annually for I 0 years to a
Tennessee State endowment.
And for the endowment's fi rst
I 0 years, the state also expects
to match every dollar raised
privately, up to an add itional
$10 million.

LAWRE NCE, Kan. - There
is a burgeoning number of
American coll ege students
enrolled in Arabic courses. A
growing interest in Arabic language
courses
led
the
University of Kansas to add a
new section of Arabic this fall,
and it's the same across the
country. Arab ic studies enrollment at the Unive rsity of
Kansas j umped 58 percent,
compared wi th last fa ll.
Enrollment has quadrupled in
the past two years at the
Un ivers ity of Pennsylvania. At
Georgetown University, 370
students make up the largest
Arabic program among U.S.
co lleges.
Arabic is the language of
some 200 mi ll ion peop le and
the liturgical language o f more
1 billion Muslims.
than
Europeans
and
other
Westerners have studied Arabic

KRT

Brandon Nordhoff, right, an Iraqi war veteran swings with girlfriend Jill Reichold after a day of
classes at Indiana University.

language and culture for 1,000
years, experts said.
The most recent national
numbers, which cover the period 1998 to 2002, show enroll ment in Arabic language classes j umping from 5,000 to more
than I 0,000, according to the
Modern Language As~oc iati on.

WA S HI NGTON-Ralph
Nader ended his campaign the
way he started it, as a maverick
figure with a pointed message
and a shrinki ng base of support.

Down to 1 percent in early
results Nov. 2, the independent
candidate was well below his
2000 performance, when he
won 2.7 percent of the national
vote as the Green' Party nominee.
Democrats, who charge that
Nader's 2000 showing in
Florida cost Democrat A I Gore
the election, succeeded in keeping him off the ballot in such
key battleground states as Ohio
and Pennsy lvania. Nader prevailed in getting on the ballot in
Florida, with support from the

Republican secretary of state.
He was on the ballot in 34
states this year, compared with
43 in 2000.
The suspicion, De mocrats
said, was that Nader drew support from Kerry, so Republicans
were eager to help him get on
the ballot. To many Democrats,
that was a betrayal by someone
who was essentially like-minded with Dem ocratic positions.

its experience" at clubs and
bars. He al so suggested that
Anheuser-Busch might look at
producing other drinks aimed at
the younger crowd.
At Coors, the strat egy
includes a focus on consumers
in their 20s featured in TV ads
for Coors Light, the company's
main brand, said Laura Sankey,
vice president of corpora te
communications.
Also, the company has testmarketed an 8-ounce can for
Coors Li ght in Texas, the
na tion's second-largest beer
market. That slim package is
now being rolled out in other
parts o f the country, Sankey
said.
Coors has also launched new
produc ts, including its low-carb
Aspen Edge, which foll ows in
the shadow of Anhe use rBusc h's low-carb Michelob
Ultra. This yea r, Coors also

added orange and black cherry
versions of its Zima fla vored
malt beverage.
"Those are fl avors we fo und
are currently popu lar in bars,"
Sankey said.
Miller 's fo cus on beer has
helped revive sales of its Lite
brand afte r a decade- long
slump, said Robert Miku lay,
executive vice president of marketing. Miller Lite's sa les ·are
up 11.4 percent through Sept. 5,
compared to the same pe riod in
2003, according to Chicagobased data tracker Information
Resources Inc.
Now, Mill er is puni ng more
resources into deve loping its
other brands , suc h as Mi ll er
Genuine Draft and High Li fe,
Mikulay said.
This year, Mill er launched
Skyy Sport, a low-carb ve rsion
of its Skyy Blue flavored malt
beverage. Skyy Blue is one of

just fou r flavored malt beverages launched by Miller in 2002
that remains in the company's
port folio. The others were
dropped because of slow sales
as the flavore d malt beverage
fad began to fade.
Bannen and fe llow Marquene
senior Jill Johnson don' t usually buy fla vored malt beverages,
or beer, when they hit the bars
around campus.
Instead, Bannen prefers sweet
cockta ils, such as tequila sunrises or Long Island iced teasthe latte r a potent mi x that
includes gin, rum, tequ ila vodka
and tri pl e sec. Jo hnson's
favo rites ;ncl ude a mix of
Malibu rum and pineapp le
juice.
Beer, Johnson said, "has a
very odd taste that I can not get
accustomed to, no matter how
many ti mes people tell me it's
an acquired taste ."

- Compiled by Adam J. Ferington
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Miller
President
Norman
Adami said in an Oc tober
s pe~c h to a group of Illino is
beer distributors . "Let's not kid
oursel ves about that se riousness
of that challenge."
Beer is still the most popular
alcoholi c drink in the United
States. l ndustrywide, sales volume dropped slightly in 2003,
by 0 .9 percent, according to
Beer Marketer 's Insights.
"As a category, we must collectively convince retailers that
we are worthy of more of their
confidence," Miller 's Adami
said in a July speech at a beer
industry summit, sponsored by
online trade publication Beer
Business Daily.
It won' t be easy, said Tom
Pirlco, who operates Be vMark
LLC, a beverage industry con sulting firm based in Santa
Barbara, Calif.
"There's a whole flock of

young people who have become
abso lutely bored with beer,"
Pirko said.
Part of Anhe user-Busch's
strategy to culti vate young
drinkers was see n with the·
debut of "B-to-the-E," a caffe ine- infused beer flavored with
g inseng and guarana, a tropical
berry that grows in the Amazon
reg ion of South America. It also
will have aromas of blackberry,
raspberry and cherry.
The new drink will be aimed
at people ages 21 to 27, and wi ll
be packaged in a slim, 10-ounce
can, instead of the traditional
12-ounce beer can. That has
drawn comparisons to Red Bull,
the sweet, caffeinated "energy
drink," sold in s lim, 8.3-ounce
cans, that has become a popular
mixe r w ith vodk a at tre ndy
clubs.
Lachky said B-to-the-E will
CO!l)pete with "the di still ed spir-
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The Hokin Annex will be closed
November 1 -December 17th Por renovations.
The Hokin Gallery will also be renovated during this
time, but will be open to the Columbia community.
WE APOLOGIZE FOR THE INCONVENIENCE!!
Please visit; C33 Gallery, t;he Conaway Cent;er or t;he Library
Por addit;ional st;udy and relaxat;ion areas.

Dick, balls and
rainbow sprinkles.

Not your
average
porno.

Election night
heats up at
HotHouse.
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L;est all lies 1
BY JAM IE M URNANE/A&E EDITOR
any to come clean about all
the lies-or jussome-l may
haps the worst singer I've ever
have told .
heard.
• 1 did not inhale. Well,
• In fifth grade, a classdid, but I was young, immature mate who had just gotten back
and everyone else was doing it. from Disney World asked if I
I definitely learned my lesson. I had ever been. "Of course I
mean, I had to do dishes every have, " I said. But I hadn't.
day for a month.
Nope, I've never owned
Mickey ears.
• I did not have sexual
relations in the Oval Office.
• When lelemarketers call
Really. I've never even been to me at home, I speak in a fake
the White House.
language just to make them
th ink I don't understand
• That one time I called
K, so last week my
into work and said I had a
English-it's usually just gibcolumn may have said
cold, I really just partied all
berish, with a sporadic "si"
something about a
night and woke up with a territhrown in. This is wrong, and I
move to Canada if I was
ble ... nu-the boUle nu.
know it. It's disrespectful to
unhappy with the election
• When I was 5, I cut my
those of whichever nationality
results . Well, I'm not happy.
own hair while leaning over the I'm imitating and it's not nice to
But, obviously, I'm still here.
bathtub. It wasn't my friend,
the poor saps-1 mean, nice
Why haven 't I gone north yet?
like I said. Sorry, Mom.
people-who are just doing
It's simple. I lied.
• last week, a homeless
their job as selling things peoIt's true. Not that you would
person asked me for change,
ple don't need or collecting
believe me now, but I wouldn't
and I said I didn't have any
bills. I don't even find this
move to Canada because a) I
money on me. That was a lie. I amusing, so I will slop doing it
can't stand the cold and b) it's
had just gotten paid and had
immediately_Maybe.
bad enough having a Chicago
$35 in my pocket but I wanted
• I pretend to have someaccent. I just lied again. I don't
to use it for dinner and a new
thing of interest to say in this
have a Chicago accent.
co.
I don't. I know it's just
column.
Though I'm from here, I've
a space filler. I mean, how big
• Two years ago, I missed
never once said "da Bears"a friend's birthday party and
can the calendar be? In fact, I
or "da" anything, for that mattold him I had to go out of
hate writing. I don't even want
ter.
town. Actually, I stayed in the
to do it any more. AI least until
The election has made me
next week.
city and went to a concert of a
realize, and better understand,
band he wanted to see. I
I feel so much better now
the reasoning behind some
know, that was horrible, but I
that I've gotten everything
lies I may (or may not) have
already
had
plans
with
other
(well,
some things) o ff my
told in my life.
people.
chest. It's been a nightmare
I figure if I can think like a
• My freshman year at
living these lies _From now on,
politician, perhaps I'll be able
Columbia, one of my roomI'm an open book-completely
to understand them. Wait, I've
mates was a pseudo singer.
honest-as long as no one
never once actually thought
She even tried out for
asks me anything.
that. See, this is a vicious
"American Idol." She sang all
Now, it's Bush's turn to fess
cycle. But, before I run for
the lime and would always ask
up. I'm sure he's got a few
office of any kind, I figure
how she sounded_ I said she
skeletons in his closet and I
now's just as good a time as
sounded great. I shouldn 't
know he'll feel much better
coming clean, too.
have . She was horrible-per-

0

What do you think of the outcome of t he election?
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Stella gets their groove on
Three creators of The State' continue their comedy careers together \Nith stand-up skits
By Trish Bendix/Assistant A&E Editor
To understand the comedy
trio Stella is to love them-and
to walk away without feeling
offended.
Michael lan Black, Michael
Showalter and David Wain
have been staples in the alter. native comedy scene since
they met as students at New
York University in 1988. After a
seven year residency at New
York City's Fez Undertime
Cafe, the three became well
known for their live skits and
video installments. Now the
group is engaging on a 10-stop
tour with two dates in Chicago
starting Nov. 9.
Sarcasm can be lost in
print, and getting honest
(and humorless) answers
out of Stella is difficult.
"We met at an ice cream
social," Showalter said. "A
Victorian ice cream social.
We were dressed in costumes as a Victorian gent or 0
lady."
"We were the only three
guys that crowded around
the rainbow sprinkles so we
knew we were of like mind,"
added Black.
As three of 10 creators of
MTV's comedic sketch show
"The State" (1988-1993), Wain,
Black and Showalter wrote and
performed smart tongue-i ncheek sketches that rivaled
classic "Saturday Night live"
episodes.
Though
they
inevitably decided to leave the
station· to • pursue individual
t ..... : ~ --.
•
,.
..

careers, the members of Stella
have remained unified througho ut the last decade.
On this tour, Showalter said,
"There will be some never
before seen video material."
Wain added, "There's some
very high-end installations that
are on view at the Museum of
Contemporary Art."
Continuing the sarcasm,
Black claims Stella will "recreate sketches from 'Kids in the
Hall' and 'Saturday Night live.'"
like other comedians , Stella
does not attempt to simply
reshape and regurgitate tireless topics and jokes, but if they

"It's mostly

members of "T he State"
(including Black) were characters , as well as Janeane
Garafolo, Paul Rudd , David
Hyde Pierce of "Frasier," and
"SNL's" Molly Shannon and
Amy Poehler.
Wet Hot American Summer
was a sleeper hit, a comedy
that took place over the course
of one day with multiple Jewish
jokes, a passionate gay love
scene, and twists on traditional
summer camp events. The
humor stayed true to that of
"The State" and prompted the
film to be shown in New York
theaters for months.
"We just heard actually this
week a statistic that it's the
highest grossing film of the
last 15 years, " Showalter said
jokingly. "That's exciting for
us."
Stella's tour will be short
and limited to a handful of
cities, as Wain, Showalter
and Black have separate
careers and projects to get
back to.
Black has since been a
steady commentator for VH1
on shows like "I Love the
'80s" and also as a character
on the sitcom "Ed."
Showalter has continued to
write for film and currently has
two products in post-production; The Baxter, a film in which
Showalter also stars, is slated
for release in summer 2005.
Showalter said his spoof of
romantic
comedies,
They

t ff
new
su •
Otherwise, it's a

I t 0 f th 6

Same

d• · k

themes·

IC '

balls "
•

do, the topics are outlandish
and the jokes usually raunchy.
Showalter and Wain created
an underground cult classic in
2000 with their homage to
1980s summer camp films in
Wet Hot American Summer.
With variations on a theme of
sleepaway summer co-ed fun,

Wain , Michael Ian Black and Michael Showalter created Stella
years ago with a residency at New York City's Fez Undertime
Came Together, will be out in
2007.
Wain has directed music
videos and contributed to "Mad
TV," "Strangers with Candy"
and "The Daily Show."
This is Stella's second
national tour. Their last visit in
Chicago was to the Logan
Square Auditorium in July
2003.
"It's mostly new stuff,"
Showa lter said of the tour.
"Otherwise, it's a lot of the
same themes: dick, balls."
Stella was scheduled to start
touring at the beginning of

November, but due to unspecified reasons, the first week was
canceled. Rumors have been
circulating that this is result of
Black being offered Craig
Kilborn's open slot on "the Late
Late Show.· These rumors
have not been confirmed.
The trio recently filmed a
Stella series pilot for Comedy
Central, and Black claims he
has other projects he's been
working on.
"I am trying to build a pond,"
he said.
·
Stella performs at the Metro,
3730 N. Clark St., on Nov. 10.
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Stop By The Columbia Chronicle
623 S. Wabash Ave Suite 205 • Chicago

TODAY, November 8th to pick up a complimentary pass (admits two)
to a special screening on Thursday, November 11th.
One pass per person. Passes are available on a first-come, first-served basis. Employees of all promotional
partners, their agencies and those who have received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible.
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DIYTrunk Show is a non-selective marketplace fo.r independent entrepreneurs
By Trish Bendix/Assistant A& E Editor
ing from Atomic Mama. Screen Renegade Craft Fair, Art vs. Craft Cooper spend the $35 per venprinted T-shirts, beaded jewelry, in Milwaukee. a~d Bizarre Bazaar dor fee on publicity and space
stuffed toys and handmade in Los Angeles.
used for the show itself, with
soaps are among the vendors'
Sisson said this will be her nothing left for them.
offerings.
first time being involved with the
"We sort of figured out estiAlso , unlike the Renegade Trunk Show.
mates on how much it would
She makes "mostly children's cost for rent and estimates on
Craft Fair, the DIY Trunk Show
stays
local.
While
the clothes with alternative fabrics" printing out postcards a nd
Renegade Craft Fair features as well as embroidered dish- posters," Carlton said. "Then
artists nationwide, Carlton said towels and housewa re for we just divided it by the number
that 85 percent to 90 percent of "atomic mamas and papas. "
of spaces we thought we could
"My job is mostly supply and sell. There is no profit. We do
vendors at DIY are Chicagoans.
"They are really almost all demand," Sisson said of her this because we like it."
Ch icago people ," she said. niche. "Most requests were for
The DIY Trunk Show will be at
"There are a few from my children's things and my Pulaski Park Auditorium, 1419
Milwaukee, a couple from home products."
W. Blackhawk Ave. , Nov. 13,
While the DIY craze is catch- from 10 a.m.-4:30p.m. Admission
Indiana and Michigan, but it's
ing on, it can be stressful on is free .
pretty much a local show. "
"[It's showing that there are] your bank account. Carlton and
more than cook- r.===============================,
ie cutter things
out
there,"
Atomic Mama
creato r
Lizz
Sisson
said.
"There . are a
..~'---c.:__ _ __.:._.:____, huge, wide variety of creati ve
Auditorium can hold.
people
[in
"It's first come first serve ," Chicago]. I'm
Carlton said. "The only married with two
requirement is that you sell kids, so this is
Home of the
goods that you make your- my own personself; not something from al livelihood. My
Famous Hackneyburger since 1939.
Amway. One woman was ultimate goal is
Open 7 days a week for lunch & dinner: breakfast on weekends.
interested in showing import to ope n a store
scarves made by women in and be fairly
India. It's all about DIY. We successful."
Bring this coupon in for
The DIY Trunk
just took the first 70 people
who signed up and sent in Show is an open
r==========.c----'-'-'--, their money. It's not a juried forum for local
opular, they're doing it again.
show at all and there's just artists and gives
opportunities to
Monday thru Thurscby only. Not Y1lad with any o ther offer.
'P- - - -- - - - - , -- -..,.- -- 'that one rule ."
One coupon per able..
looking at spaces, it grew from
The wide range of handmade both craft show
virgins
and
0
friends
to
maybe
24
people,
goods
being
sold
by
local
indeveter1
733 S. Dearborn (at Polk). (312) 461- 1116
to 36. Last year, we had 32 ven- pendents range from trendy ans like Sisson,
dor spaces and 46 vendors. dog collars made by Crafty Dog who has particiSome split tables."
Design· to handmade kids cloth- pated in the
Local artists Amy Carlton and
Cinnamon Cooper were tired of
being shut out of choosy craft
fairs.
"We were commiserating with
one another, saying that we
don't need [those craft fairs],"
Carlton said. "We could start
our own."
Carlton, a jewelry designer,
and Cooper, who makes purses
and mittens, decided to form
their own alternative craft fair,
The DIY Trunk Show.
The show opens its second
year on Nov. 13, and is named
after the do-it-yourself craze.
"We had a friend who does
watercolor and fine arts,"
Carlton said. "She does garage
sales in her yard. I thought we
could do something like that.
We could get 10 friends together and we cou ld put on a show
someY~here. When we started

Local magazines such as
Venus and Pistil have encouraged interest in such independent v~ntures. The Renegade
Craft Fair is the only similar
gathering, which was also in its
second year this September.
Unlike craft fairs that are
selective, Carlton and Cooper
make sure that the DIY Trunk
Show remains open to as many
people as the Pulaski Park
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Porno and Wood,
Long-lost Ed Wood film resurfaces with new DVD

ejoice, cult movie fans :
Starting this month, the
films of Ed Wood-the
filmmaker revered for
making films so bad th ey're
good-are being re-mastered
and released on DVD.
But don't expect these
movies to feature stringed hubcaps passing for flying saucers
or a rubber octopus that barely
moves: they would probably
distract from all the sex going
on.
This month, the Internetbased company Fleshbot
Films ts releasing a re-mastered DVD of Necromania, a
film from Wood's twtlight years
as a porno director. The film,
once thought lost, was
unearthed three years ago by
Rudolph Grey, author of
Nightmare of Ecstasy, the
definitive Wood biography.
According to
Grey, the rediscovered films
show
that
Wood had his
own unique
vision as a
filmmaker.
" [Wood ' s
movies] are
very individualistic, very stylized," said Grey.
"You can see it in
1951 with The Sun
Was Setting, a thing he
did for television ... all
th e way through 1971.
Necromania still had his same
weird style."
Necromania isn't the only
porn Wood made, and may not
be the only one released by
Fleshbot. According to Fredrik
Carlstrom, executive producer
of the DVD, no date has been
set, but Fleshbot is expecting
more of Wood's porn to be
released soon.
Wood spent most of the
1950s and early 1960s working on low budget sci-fi and
exploitation flicks. He was infamous for delirious dialogue,
fanatic use of stock footage
and the idea that audiences
would suspend disbelief even
if the cardboard cemetery sets
tipped over in front of the camera. His subsequent releases,
such as Bride of the Monster,
Glen or Glenda? and the
granddaddy of them all, Plan 9
From Outer Space, are now
regarded as some of the worst,
and most entertaining, films
ever made.
But after losing the legendary actor Bela Lugosi, a
close friend and a steady
among Wood's actors, work
dried up for odd Auteur in the
late 1960s and early 1970s. To
pay the bills, Wood wrote sexploitation novels-according to
Grey, Wood said in 1975 that
he had as many as 135 novels
under his belt-but Wood still
hungered for fi lmmaking.
So he did what any washedup movie director would do: He
made smut.
Ftlmed over the course of
three days tn 1971 for less
than $7,000, Necromania was
one of the last of the twodozen nudte movies Wood
filmed (under the pseudonym
Don Miller} before he died of a
heart attac k in 1978.
Despite the title implications
of th e title, the movie isn't
' " " "'
necrophilia. Young

R

lovers Danny and Shirley
arrive at a foreboding mansion,
seeking help from the mysterious Madame Heles to-wel/,
show them the way of better
love. Intercourse ensues, climaxing (forgive the pun} with
an intimate encounter inside a
coffin, which was loaned to the
filmmakers
by
Criswell,
''Tonight Show" psychic and a
friend of Wood's.
Necromania may be one of
th e most elusive of Wood's
films. Two different versions of
the film were made: a 52minute soft-core version to
show in theaters (which he
referred to as the "Hot!" version} and a 53-minute hardcore edition for private audiences (the "Hot! Hot! Hot"' version}.
According to Grey's biography, Wood used
two
different
cameramen to
make
the
movies-one
would
shoot
graphic
sex
scenes
and
one refused,
resulting in two
different
versions of the
same
movie.
Both cuts disappeared shortly
after its limited
theatrical release
ended.
For years, the
surivival of the film
was debated. Grey said the
film's existence was first
revealed to him through an Ed
Wood fan club tribute at the
University of California-Los
Angeles. In 1983, Grey began
a search for the film , the Holy
Grail of Ed Wood fandom.
By 1992, copies of the softcore version found their way to
the "bootleg" video market, but
the "Hot! Hot! Hot!" version
never materialized and was
presumed lost.
Nearly 18 years after he
began
searching,
Grey's
detective work paid off. He
managed to track down the
original
distributor
of
Necromania, who bought both
cuts of the film early after th ey
were made. Th e distributor
thought he had lost the original
film elements, but while he was
cleaning in a Los Angeles
warehouse, he found them
and contacted Grey.
Grey enlisted the help of his
friend Alexander Kogan, president of the film distribution
company, Films Around the
World, to negotiate the acquisition of Necromania. Kogan,
whose company has a strong
independent film library ("some
of it distinguished, most of it
not"}. agreed.
Grey returned home with not
one, but three films--{;omplete
hard-core and soft-core versions of Necromania, plus The
Only House in Town, another
Wood film thought lost.
Even more amazing was
that Grey acquired not prints of
Necromania, but the movie's
16mm negatives, which would
provide a stark difference in
quality from the version that
was already available.
"I had seen a partial copy of
lhe soft-core version of
Necromania whic h surfaced
throu gh Something Weird
Video," Kogan said. "Awful,

ByScottCarlson/NewsEditor

awful technical quality. The
opening credits are gone ...
and it was almost unwatchable."
For a while, Kogan and Grey
did nothing with the films they
had procured, but in a
serendipitous moment, Kogan
saw a business article in The
New York Times about Nick
Denton, an extraordinarily successful Internet blogger out of
England. The article, Kogan
said, mentioned that Denton
was starting a new erotic website called
Fleshbot.com.
Kogan sent Denton an e-mail
in case the website would be
starting a video label. If so,
Kogan suggested, why not
start it with Ed Wood?
This fall , Fleshbot's website
took off, earning more than a
million-and-a-half hits per
month, and plans to release
Necromania were finally given
the go-ahead. The DVD contains both the hard-core and
soft-core versions of the film.
The search isn't over for
Grey. Next on his list: finding
Operation Redlight, a film
Wood based on his novel,
Momma's Diary, which he also
starred in.
Whatever turns up in the
future, according to Carlstrom,
Necromania is only the first of
the Wood pornos to be ~
released. Fleshbot, he said,
plans to release The Only
House in Town, and possibly
the Wood-scripted Shotgun
which
Kogan
Wedding,
obtained a number of years
ago.
Carlstrom also said Fleshbot
intends to release loops-perpetually-running short porn
films made for coin-operated
booths in adult stores-which -•
may have been filmed by
Wood.
"We have a shit-load of
loops, by both Ed Wood and a
number of other people," said
Carlstrom. "We know Ed Wood
made a couple dozen of these
films, but it's unclear [which
were his). Nobody really knows -~
who did what, because they're
uncredited. But being Ed
Wood ... people think that he _
might have made a few of
them."
Grey said that determining
who made the loops could be a
lot harder than it sounds.
"He didn't put his name on
those things, so I don't know
how the hell they would know
they were his," he said.
Carlstrom said the reason
Fleshbot decided to release
Wood's porn was that it was a
take on sex from a completely
different kind of person, which,
he said the world needs more
of.
"I think porn in general right
now b quite uninteresting,"
Carlstrom said. "Sex depicted
on-screen has been kidnapped
by [the porno industry in] Santa
Barbara, where they spew out
platinum blonde crap, and by
Hollywood, where it's totally
OK to see someone murdered
but not to see a couple making
love. Ed Wood was an interesting filmmaker, and it's interesting to see him take an
approach on sex. I think we
need more porn, different porn,
made by women, by gays, all
sorts of people."
Kogan, however, wants
nothing to do with the porn
industry. He made it very clear
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together again
that his motive was to release
an interesting film by an interesting filmmaker, and that he is
not a pornographer.
"Even though there's no
question this is porn or erotica,
whatever you want to call it, it's
, clearly different than anything
else anyone ever made,"
Kogan said. "You're supposed
to have some kind of sensual
music [in erotic films], but this
sounds like 'Leave it to
Beaver'!"
For Grey, the release of
Necromania serves as a testament to how talented a filmmaker Wood really was,
despite his reputation as the
worst director in Hollywood.
Grey notes a particular scene
in Necromania when Danny,
played by Ric Lutze, fumbles
with his pajamas so much that
he begins to laugh .
"If you watch that sequence,
it's very carefully edited," Grey
said. "(Wood] could have very
easily edited that sequence
out. ... It seems to me it was
pretty intentional."
Grey's point may seem
inconsequential,
but
he
recalled an article written by
Village Voice movie critic Jim
Hoberman, who said that
Oscar Micheaux , the fi rst
African-American to produce a
featu re film, deliberately left
mistakes in his films "as a kick
to himself and also for his audience."
"(Hoberman] said if this is
true, it would make Micheaux
the greatest genius the cinema
ever produced," Grey said.
"Well , here is Ed Wood doing
the same thing."
"He was a strange guy, and

r· •
I•
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this was a strange movie,"
Kogan said. "People say he's
the worst filmmaker who ever
lived. The fact is, everybody
still talks about Ed Wood, and
[legendary
film
director]
Howard Hawks can barely get
remembered."

,;

•
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Porn fans, beware-even
the hard-co re version of Ed
Wood's Necromania may not
be what you expect.
Even though the DVD package is outstanding, considering the prints sat in a warehouse for many years, casual
Wood fans and pornography
fanatics may have trouble
swallowing the film, which is
more an exercise in '70s porn,
instead of Wood's usually bad
'50s sci-fi. The film quality is
quite grainy, and audiences
who have never seen adult
films may not welcome images
from a time of body hair below
the neck and before ubiquitous
silicone.
In the film's defense, however, porn-especially ancient
porn-should be expected to
be low budget. Until Deep
Throat pushed porn movies
into the mainstream , dirty
movies were marketed to dirty
men who watched them in dirty
movie theaters, which could be
shut down at any time.
Who would have the misguided sense to spend millions
of dollars on a film that wou ld
never make enough to cover
the budget?
Conversely, science fiction
films and westerns-Wood's
bread and butter in the first
decade of his career-have
always screamed for at least a
modest budget. "Proper" films
demand that puppeteers stay
behind the curtain , allowing
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audiences to suspend disbelief.
Since Wood never had the
budget to make a "proper" film,
whenever he tried to do it, a
fun time was almost guaranteed.
But put Wood in charge of
porn and the game changes.
Necromania is an entirely different level of "Ed Wood fun"
than his sci-fi films because it's
an even lower quality of filmmaking. If a cohesive plot
never mattered in Bride of the
Monster or Glen or Glenda?,
does anyone expect him to
insert one into a cheap-o smut
movie that lasts less than an
hour?
Watching Necromania is like
having advance knowledge of
a gentle car accident-a crash
that might have been avoided,
but so long as no one's going
to get hurt, why not kick back
and watch?
With its usual Ed Wood-type
moments-including a speaking actress who isn't moving
her mouth, inane dialogue and
completely inappropriate incidental music-Necromania is
just as much a hoot as Wood's
better-known films.
In fact, this time around,
there may be even more for
Wood fans to laugh about.
Near the end of the hard-core
version, the audio clearly presents one of the crew, probably
Wood himself, yelling "Cut!"accidentally left in the finished
film. As far as cult movies go, it
doesn't get much better than
this.
The world has plenty of bad
porn, but Ed Wood's made it a
lot more fun.
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this 'halo' isn't fo
By Todd Burbo/Assistant A&E Editor

Cover photo by Eric Da vis

W

hen world domination
your ultimate goal,
Ch1cago is a good
place to start . The story of Halo,
and Bungie, the game developer behind the smash hit, is
proof of that. And with anticipation for Halo 2 s Nov. 9 release
at an all-time high for a video
game, it is clear that Bungie
has evolved into one of the
industry giants.
As Frank Crist, a faculty
member in Columbia's
Academic Computing
Department, said, " Halo 2 is the
most highly anticipated gameever." The vast majority of
gamers agree, based on polls
from magazines such as
Electronic Gaming Monthly and
XBN. The hype was initially fed
by the game's trailer, which
debuted at E3, the gaming
industry's largest annual expo,
in 2003. Gamers waited patiently for another year, only to see
another trailer, but no playable
demo, at E3 2004. Patience
began to wear thin- the few
available screenshots were
meticulously analyzed, and
rumors of new features began
spreading as if the game were
an upcoming George Lucas
film.
Although Bungie's infamous
Xbox launch title made them a
household name. Bungie has
been around a long time, but
some might be surprised to
hear about Bungie's humble
beginnings.
In May of 1991 , friends Jason
Jones and Alexander Seropian
founded the company in a dank
Windy City basement. They
were ambitious from the starttheir first project was a Pong
clone named Gnop! (cleverly,
Pong spelled backward), which
they distributed for free. It didn't
seem to bother them that Pong
was 20 years old. They had a
game.
Their pro-bono game design
wouldn't last long. In 1992, the
pair released Minotaur, a roleIS

A screen shot from ' Halo 2.'

play1ng/acllon hybrid that Jones
constructed before allgmng w1th
Serop1an. Although Minotaur
sold only 2,500 copies. it
helped raise Bungie's profile as
a game developer. The game
also set precedents with the
use of networking for multiplayer games.
In 1993. Bungie added a third
dimension to their games with
Pathway Into Darkness, which
was essentially Minotaur shown
from a first-person perspective.
Still programming on Apple
computers for other Apple computers, Bungie released
Marathon in 1994. A first person shooter game designed to
compete with the likes of Doom,
the groundbreaking PC title of
that era, Marathon told the story
of a lone security guard on a
futuristic spaceship fighting to
repel an alien boarding crew.
Sound familiar, Halo fans?
Marathon established Bungie
as the leader of Macintosh
developers almost overnight.
Building on its success, the
company began working on a
sequel in 1995. Released in
November of that year,
Marathon 2: Durandal was
another milestone for the company-its first game to be ported to the PC, running on
Windows 95.
From there, Bungie began to
grow exponentially, and in
1997, set up Bungie West, a
second studio near San Jose,
Calif. , in order to develop multiple projects simultaneously.
Despite any successes they
had, 1999 was the jumping-off
point for Bungie's dominance in
game development. At the
annual Macworld expo that year
they screened a demo of a
futuristic shooter set on a mysterious ring-shaped world. They
promised to deliver what
seemed like impossible features
at the time, such as large, outdoor settings and vehicular
combat.
The response to the first Halo

demo was phenomenal. but
Apple loyalists at the convention were destined for disappointment.
In 2000, Bill Gates recognized Halo's potential and
acquired the game, the company behind it, and all of its
employees. Nearly the entire
staff was enticed by Microsoft's
offer and moved, as a group,
from Chicago to Redmond,
Wash.
The game, originally intended
for Macintosh, was ironically
destined to become a project of
rival Microsoft. Not just a projeel, in fact, but the project that
wou ld arguably lead to the suecess of Microsoft's latest and
riskiest project- their foray into
console gaming- the Xbox.
On Nov. 15, 2000, Halo was
released for the fledgling console, and was an instant hit.
Gamers were first struck by the
graphics, but it took more than
a pretty face for Halo to rise
above the crowd of new games.
"Halo did something other
shooters failed to accornplish,"
said Octavio Nevarez, avid
gamer and employee of EB
Games. "(Its subtle] Combat
Evolved really meant that the
developers spent a lot of time
building the artificial intelligence. The enemies really
strategize, take cover and work
as a team. In other shooters,
you're just running and gunning,
there's no thought. Halo added
real strategy to first person
shooters."
While the game's design is
indisputably top-notch , having
Microsoft as a backer didn't hurt
the game's popularity.
"I think there's a lot of hype.
The Microsoft marketing
machine really put a lot of energy behind it," Crist said.
"However, it was revolutionary
in many ways ... such as vehicle use, for instance."
In the grand Bungie tradition,
Halo also encouraged networking. Four Xboxes, for a total of

an
16 players, can be linked
together, creating a large multiplayer game. This spawned a
new generation of networking
parties, with kids hauling their
Xboxes to friends' houses for
tournaments- an event popular
exclusively among computer
garners until now.
Halo has since been labeled
a classic, given perfect ratings
and reviews by nearly every
publication in the business. All
eyes are on Bungie for the next
generation, but how can they
possibly improve on perfection?
They found a way.
Graphically, Halo 2s lighting
effects and textures are a significant improvement over the
original. Gameplay has
improved with the addition of
"dual wielding" (the ability to
use two weapons at once),
enhanced artificial intelligence
from both enemy and friendly
characters, and interactive multiplayer environments. Vehicles
now take damage and strucl ures can be destroyed, a move
which is sure to change strategies as battles progress.
These changes, however, are
all minor in the grand scheme
of things. The most anticipated
feature of Halo 2 , the one thing
missing from the original, is
online play.
"Multiplayer is the future of all
gaming," Crist said. "It's interesting to play against artificial
intelligence , but playing against
other people in real time is
superior. You can work together
cooperatively, which leads to
the development of clans (dedicated gaming teams]. Gaming
really exploded from there."
Xbox Live, the console's
online community, will
undoubtably explode with the

release of Halo 2. Sure. playing
the original with three of your
friends on the couch was fun,
but now you and those friends
have the capability to create an
online team, and, from the comfort of your own homes, destroy
other garners from around the
world . The smack talk that
made Halo multiplayer so fun
won't be lost with online play
either, thanks to the microphone
headsets provided with Xbox
Live startup kits. Live subscribers will also be provided
with team rankings, tournaments, and downloadable content, further extending the life of
the game.
Recently, select journalists
began receiving invitations to
Microsoft headquarters for topsecret garning sessions.
Reviewers came back giddy;
universally impressed with the
rough versions of the game
they played.
Microsoft's backing allowed
for a marketing campaign like
never before. Swank Hollywood
soirees have been thrown, pandering to the countless celebrities who profess their love for
the game. In the wake of E3,
celebrities were shuttled to a
secret, high-tech residence
complete with a "SWAT" team
security force, and given a
chance to play the gameLindsay Lohan, Ryan Phillipe
and Tara Reid were among the
lucky few chosen to get in early
battles.
Ben McKenzie of Fox's "The
O.C." is one of many celebrities
to publicly express his love for
the game. "Everyone thinks I
have this crazy bachelor pad,
but really I just have a bed, a
big-screen TV and an Xbox to
play Halo," he said.

A concept sketch from ' Halo 2.'
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Competition
Half Life 2

On Tuesday, Nov 9, the world
ill see if the hype is warranted.
alo 2 will be sold nationwide
t midnight on Monday.
ietailers are expecting a blitz.
/Je have over 300 copies prerdered at this location. It's
oing to be crazy," said an
mployee of the EB Games at
lebster Commons, 1461 W.
lebster Ave.
The game is available in two
orms-the standard version,
nd a limited edition version,
ackaged in a tin case that
Jmes with a "making or DVD;
Jch extra features are no
nger just for movie releases.
he suggested price for the
andard version is $49, with
e special edition coming in $5
gher. Of course , there will be
lmers that want to pick up a
alo T-shirt ($14 to $20), the
ficial Halo earpiece for Xbox
ve ($50), and perhaps even
e clear green Halo edition
box ($179, but out of producm). Also, don't forget your
box live subscription ($49.99
~ one year). The public
' Ouldn't be surprised at all the
alo 2 product tie-ins, as
ungie does claim that their
ames and products only serve
1finance their real goal of
urtd domination. Halo 2 should
we them plenty of cash to purhase a doomsday device or
*0.

Get that shopping list
hecked off, prepare a speech
l your parents explaining your
Jling GPA, grab a Redbull,
~d we'll see you online
.bnday at midnight. We'll be
Ill guys laughing maniacally as
e snipe you from across the
rap.

Video game developer Valve
worked with Vivendi Universal
Games to create Half Life 2, possibly the biggest competition for
the Halo franchise.
The game is PC exclusive
which may set it in an entireiy different market than the Xbox exclusive Halo sequel.
The first Half Life title spawned
what is perhaps the most dedicated community of fans in gaming
history, due to a modified version
of the game called Counter-Strike.
Counter-Strike was created thanks
to a revolutionary idea of Valve'sgiving garners the tools and codes
to modify the game in any way
they chose. Six years after the
game's release, new maps,
weapons and other tweaks to the
game are still consistently created
by fans.
"What game companies don't
always realize is how dedicated
fans will become. If they allow
fans to create their own models
their own maps and their own '
rules of gameplay, they're going to
get an exponential amount of
interest," said Frank Crist, faculty
member in Columbia's Academic
Computing Department.
While Counter-Strike is a firstperson shooter like Halo, the two
games are remarkably different.
Counter-Strike provides hard-core
garners a more realistic battle with
real-life weapons such as AK-47s
unlike Halo's plasma rifles.
Online competition of gaming
teams, known as clans, is at the
forefront of the Counter-Strike
experience. A quick Google
search will result in tons of clan
homepages where tournaments
are organized and strategy is discussed.
Whether these clans will follow
Valve to the sequel remains to be
seen. According to Crist, "Even
something that is insanely popular
can be totally botched in the

-~~:::;~~~

goes for any kind of
for garners to be
sequel-it

aren't insane numbers by any
means, many garners will have to
upgrade their video cards at the
very least, which can cost around
$500 for a high-end model. For
that price, one could purchase
three Xboxes and a copy of Halo

2.
Half Life 2 will be available for
PC on Nov. 16. Retail price is
$54.99, and a collector's edition
which includes an art book and
shirt among other items, is available for $79.99.

T-

Doom 3: Resurrection
California developer id Software
essentially created the first-person
shooter genre with original titles
such as Wolfenstein 3D, Quake,
and the legendary Doom franchise. With Doom, id chose to
keep the story simple: Demons
from hell are invading the solar
system, and you have to kill them.
The game led players through a
labyrinth of 3D levels that got progressively creepier, climaxing in a
bloodbath of Satanism and rockets.
The first two games in the series
managed to scare garners with the
limited graphics capabilities available in the early '90s, so anticipation was high for the third installment, released earlier this summer. Upon release , Doom 3 raised
the bar once more, this time for its
ultra-realistic lighting effects, which
play a key role in scaring the living
daylights out of players. Garners,
it seems, are still scared of the
dark.
While Doom 3 was certainly a
highly anticipated title, the same
restrictions that apply to Half Life 2
will temper its sales-recommended computer specs are higher
than the average college student's
PC has to offer. In addition, while
Doom is ce rtainly a classic title, its
update is mostly graphical. Doom
3 is still a "run and gun" shooterdon't expect the same gameplay
or physics innovations as Halo 2
or Half Life 2.
The software company has
announced an expansion pack for
Doom 3, titled Resurrection of
Evil. Set to take place immediately
after the events of Doom 3. The
expansion finds your character in
possession of an ancient artifact
that "puts the power of hell in your
hands," according to an id press
release. Unsurprisingly, this
means you're once again hunted
by demons, which you, most likely,
have to kill. Resurrection also
boasts the return of an old Doom
favorite missing from Doom 3; the
double-barreled shotgun.
Like all expansions,
Resurrection requires the original
Doom software to be played. An
Entertainment Software Rating
Board recommendation has yet to
be announced, but an MA (18+) is '
all but guaranteed. An exact
release date is not yet available
for Resurrection.
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Pai's pies are pure poetry
Local artist fuses poetry and photography in new book
By Todd Burbo/Assistant A&E Editor
Shin Yu Pai didn't want to
stick with just one art form, so
she decided to combine her
two favorite: poetry and photography. A graduate of the
School of the Art Institute of
Chicago, Pai was kind enough
to spend some time in
Columbia's C33 Gallery, 33 E.
Congress Parkway. On Nov. 1,
she read from her new book,
Equivalence,
which
was
recently published by La
Alameda Press.

It is clear that for a writer, Pai
is unusually devoted to the
visual arts. So, it's not surpris·
ing that in addition to her poet·
ry, Pai's photography has been
published as well.
As for her poems, each
piece she reads focuses on a
specific artist, and the interest·
ing and sometimes painstaking processes they go through
to achieve their art. In her own
words, Pai is "interested in the
relationship between visual

arts and language."
about his work yet. Sometimes
A great example is her poem it takes awhile."
"A Valentine for
Pai got an
Joseph Cornell."
early start in
poetry
Before reading the "It's only
both
poem, Pa1 gave the
and photography.
" I've
audience
some
be~n
always written
background
on
Cornell,
whose
poems, probably as early as
work focused on
few years
5 yea rs old,"
the 1nnocence of
chi ldhood.
she said. "But
In the poem, Pai
simultaneousdescribes one of
ly, my parents
gave me a
cornell ' s
camera when I
g a IIe ry
was
really
openin\)S.
at wh1ch
young too, so
he asked
I've
always
that his work be hung done both. But it's only been in
at the eye level of a the last few years that I started
child and cherry soda bringing the practices togeth·
be served in place of er."
One way in which she has
the usual champagne.
Other artists Pai read brought her two mediums
about included Alfred together is by layering the
Stieglitz,
Jackson actual text of her poems over
Pollack,
Feliz her photographs.
Gonzalez-Torres and
So, after having her first full
Wolfgang Laib.
book of poetry published, Pai
Laib's work was is exploring other creative out·
very reminiscent of lets. At the moment, she is
natural sculptor Andy writing an opera with Chinese
Goldsworthy. When composer Gao Ping, who is
asked
about based in New Zealand. She's
Goldsworthy's work, also working on a collection of
Pai said, "I love his poetry titled Unnecessary
work, he's fantastic, Roughness (after the hockey
but I haven't written penalty) that aims to analyze

the ast

th a t I st a rte d
b nnglng
· ·
the practices

togeth er •,

the socialization of violence
and the development of sexual
identity through sports.
This collection of poems will
be laden with violent sports
terminology such as "choking,
slashing,
banishment, all
these wonderful , delicious
phrases from sports," Pai said.
The collection has yet to be
published, but when it is, Pai
envisions each poem to be
accompanied by a corresponding photograph.
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Voters get all hot and bothered
Voters fill Ho tHo use for lndymedia and Third Coast Press-sponsored post-electio n e vent
By Jamie Murnane/A&E Editor
It was the night we had all
been waiting for-election
night-and the HotHouse was
packed with anxious voters
awatting the returns. A large
projection screen illuminated
near the stage showed the
country turning red and blue
before everyone's eyes. This is
'One State, Two State, Red

the media." Third Coast Press
is an example of such a medium. Launched in January
2004 , Third Coast is an alternative monthly that focuses on
topics of progressive interest.
The event, which also goes
by the name ' Step Out and
Stand Up ," took only three
weeks to put together, acoord-

State, Blue State"- a post-election anticipation celebration put
on by Chicago lndymedia and
Third Coast Press.
Chicago lndymedia is part of
a wo rldwide independent
media movement that works to
put honesty and fairness into
the media. lndymedia's mission
is to encourage people to "be

ing to Jessica Pupovac of
lndymedia.
"It was all kind of last minute,"
Pupovac said as the first band,
The Chariots, did a sound
check. "But lndymedia and
Third Coast both wanted to put
on some kind of event- so
here we are."
On one side of HotHouse, 31

E. Balbo Drive, political pundits
gathered around tables, discussing world affairs, incessantly glancing at one of the
many television screens positioned all over the room. Others
gathered around a large white
poster in the shape of the
United States, filling in states
with blue and red markers as
announced. But the other
side was where all the
action was taking place:
Four musical acts, performance art and poetry readings that not only entertained , but helped to alleviate the all-too thick tension
in the house. And of course,
there were drinks for that as
well. As a HotHouse promoter said, kicking off the
event, "Four more beersI"
Pupovac said that no matter what the results of the
election (which, of cours e,
are now known) are, "the
progressive community in
Chicago- and all over the
country- needs to not lose
the momentum we've been
building." Over thumping
bass lines , she said cttizens
have to stay focused on the
important issues at hand.
"Whoever wins, those issues
are still present," she said.
That seemed to be something worthy of a celebration
such as this. The Chariots, a
local blues/rock band, kicked
off the election night event at 8
p.m. Energizing the crowd, the

band played for more than an
hour, as the Bible belt, not surprisingly, came up red on the
screen next to them.
Rebecca F was
the next perform e r - a
f o lk / r o ck
singer-songwriter sporting an appropriately patriotic American
flag tank-top.
In between her
catchy songs ,
turned
she
toward the screen,
where Barack Obama
was flashing his pearly
smile, and asked the
crowd, "So, what's
the score?"
B e t wee n
musical acts,
performance
artists and
poets such
as
Tripl e
Black (who
was recently
on
featured
" Ru s s e ll
Simmons presents Def Poetry")
took the stage. It was during this silence that the nervous
election-based chit-chat and
whispers pervaded the room.
Sure, the music was good , but
everyone was just waiting for
an answer.
Of co urse, th at answer

wouldn't be given that night.
But, there was still Star People.
an enthusiastic, uplifting hiphop band that managed
to actually get the
crowd on their
feet, dancing in
front of the
stage with the
election coverage streaming
from the projector.
The
headliner was
the punk band
PAL.
Aside fro m the
musical entertainment of the evening ,
there was a silent photography auction, screenings of short films
from
Guerilla
News Network
Street
and
Level
Youth
Media, and a
juggler.
All of the fun,
Pupovac said,
was lndymedia
and
Third
Coast's way to
"envision the night
as a celebration of the
prog ress made by the progres sive community as a
whole. We, as a community,
are much stronger now than we
were four years ago, ard no
matter what, that's a P'Jsitive
thing to keep worki ng for."
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Actor Christian Bale pulls his

A perfect covers album
By Doris Dadayan/Contributing Writer

weight for latest role
By Steven Rea/KAT
Coming soon: The Christian
Bale Diet Book: How to Shed
Pounds for Your Art.
Perhaps not, but Brad
Anderson wouldn 't be any
more surprised than he was the
day the star of his film The
Machinist first showed up on
the set.
There was the British actor
Christian Bale, lookrng like "a
walkrng skeleton."
"I drdn't wergh him on a scale,
but he claims he lost 63
pounds, and he looked it,"
Anderson said, whose film is a
harrowrng, Kafka-esque tale of
a sleep-deprived factory worker
(or are they?} and the paranord
delusions haunting him.
"Christian came onboard
knowi ng that he would have to
transform himself to some
extent, that we weren 't going to
do CG I effects," Anderson
explained. "So I just assumed
he'd lose, you know, 10, 15
pounds, and we'd put him in
baggy clothes and we'd make it
look like he was gaunt.
"But no, he's one of those
actors, he needs to immerse
himself in a role. He becomes
the guy.
"I was a little bit stunned, but
on the other hand I was also
gratified that he was willing to
make those commitments in
order to do it right. Sure, there
were moments .. . when we
were 1 little bit concerned
about r11s health. Like when
you're shooting a whole day in
the Barcelona sewer tunnel,
trudging through raw sewage,
and he's so weak that it's hard
to stay up during the course of
the day. He was very fatigued.
"It was difficult for him, but he
never complained. He just did
what needed to be done. I'm
sure he was eager to get the
movie over as quickly as possible so he could get back to normality."
The A-rated Machinist also
stars Jennifer Jason Leigh.
Although its screenplay, by
Scott Kosar, was set in Los
Angeles, Anderson, whose pre-

vious
projects
include Session 9
and Next Stop
Wonderland
found the backing
fo r his project from
a Spanish concem,
Caste lao
Productions.
"We had tried to
get the financing
here in the States,"
said Anderson, 40.
"At one point , the
Coen
Brothers
were thinking of
producing, but it
just didn't take off.
And then Christian
got onboard, but
even Christian's
attachment didn't
give us that much
more leverage.
"People respect
him as an actor,
but he's not, likenot yet- such a
big marquee-value
name. So we tried
to get the financing
here,
but
weren't able to find
the right home."
Enter
the
Spaniards with the
money, but also with the insistence that The Machinist be
shot entirely on their soil.
"It was a little perplexing at
first, because in its original
script, the story is all set in L.A.
We ended up creating our own
quasi-American reality. I wasn't
really certain that it could work,
but these days, if they can
shoot a Civil War epic in
Romania, and every other
movie being made in Toronto is
set in New York ... then it doesn't really make a difference.
''The irony is, you can go anywhere in the world and find a little piece of America."
As for Bale, he went from
The Machinist to Batman
Begins. After shedding onethird of his body weight, the 30year-old method actor had to
bulk up, buff up and don the

The political climate has
changed quite a bit since A
Perfect Circle released their
2001 album, Thirteenth Step.
This time around, the predominant mood of the art-rock
band's
latest,
eMOTIVe,
released on Nov. 2, is an
anthem of brooding, spine-chilling, threatening and somewhat
intimidating
pieces.
The
album's sound is reminicent of
clouds gathering in a darkening
sky, waiting for the storm to
come-a metaphor for their
politrcal views on the current
state of the nation.
Opening
track
The
"Annihilation," a cover of '80s
punk band Crucifix, is an
appropriate song for the overall
theme of the album, and is
done in an almost apocalyptic
whisper by front man Maynard
James Keenan. Here, Keenan
sounds like he's holding a
seance, summing up the theme
of the album with one line: "It's
your choice: peace or annihilation."
This spoken word piece sets
the tone for what follows with a
frightening effect: "Reject th!l
system dictating the norms I
From dehumanization to arms
production to hasten this nation

towards its destruction." Here,
APC goes for anything but subtlety to get their point across, and
the effect of Keenan's powerful

vocals is both captivating and
mysterious.
The cover of "Imagine," the
album's second track, is anything
but the message of hope for a
better life that John Lennon
intended it to be. Instead, th~
eerie piano anc: violin emphasize
the desperation, inherent in having all hope thrown out of the
window. Th e original calming
sound of Lennon's piece is revamped into a darker, moodier
tune, yet surprisingly one of the
best on the album.
Although the timing of the
album is a bit off, (it would
Bat-suit for director Christopher
have made more sense to
Nolan's $100 million Warner
drop it a week or two before
Bros. production.
the election}, eMOTIVe is,
"Christian came back after
overall, a brilliant cover
album. Each song is magwe wrapped, like, two and a
half months later, and he had
nificently
recordedgained all the weight back,"
Maynard's vocals are more
Anderson recalls. "He told us
emotionally heavy than his
he had signed to do Batman. ...
previous work. Although
And the thing is, right now he's
some fans may prefer to
hear the band's own lyrics
doing a Terrence Malick
movie."
and not covers of other
Bale's now working on The
artists, there seems to be
New World, a 17th-century
more potency to what the
band has done. By taking
saga about British colonialists
classic political songs and
and Native Americans, incorporating the Pocahontas-John
combining them with the
Smith tale.
powerful voice of an angry
"But then," continued the
Keenan, expressing disappointment at those who
director, "his next fil m, he tells
me, is going to be a Werner lr- - - - - - - - -- - - - ---, stand by as the government
takes control of our lives.
Herzog picture where he plays
a prisoner of war in Southeast
The album delivers a briiAsia, so he'll have to lose all
liant performance by a
genius band.
this weight again!"
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Acoustics
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Crossword
ACROSS

By Jane Shaw/Copy Editor

1 Notes raised a
sem11one

7 Flop
10 Swimming hole
14 Elixir
15 Made in the _
16 Diarist Frank
17 Order ol
business

18 Buttons ollilms
19 Shuttle org.
20 Gold-diggers·
prey
23 Neighbor ol
Saudi Arabia
26 Permit to
27 Dirt
28 Eden's lady
29 Surgeon who
created a cereal

32 Elton John
musical

34 Lass
35 Gravelly voiced
speaker
40 Cook in a wok·
42 Philadelphia
university

43 Player next to a
guard
44 Have dinner

45
46
49
50
54
55
57

Tropical tree
Netherlands city
Brewed drink
Drill
Miss a step
Sch. in Storrs
Tool lor many
nuts

60 Junket
61 Novelist Levin
62 Sotto voce
remarks

66 Norway capital
67 Journalist
HentoN
68 Spit's partner
69 Lowly laborer
70 Mimic
71 Sharp-tongued
DOWN
1 Healthy retreat
2 Overeater
3 Chewed down
4 Washer cycle
5 Isolated, hick
town

11/118/04

0 2004 TritNM Medi• Services, Inc.
All right• reNrved.

6 Hitch
7 "The Black
Book" author
8 Famlllar with

9 Arp's art
10 Chinese gift
11 TV studio sign
12 Beginning
13 Animal tether
21 Relieve
22 French painter
Edgar
23 Dough additive
24 Madonna movie
25 Battlelield doc
30 White heron
31 Plotted diagram
33 Genesis boat
36 Tree fluid
37 "The Republic"
writer

38 DeGeneres
series

39 Post fresh troops
41 Piccolo cousin
42 Ill-gotten profit
44 Make a jagged
edge
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47 Reseal a
package
48 Arizona city
SO Camera setting
51 Floppy
52 Eye: pref.
53 Ohio city

56
58
59
63
64

Hot dog topper
Fey ol "SNL"
Siestas
Short swim
Psychic's
letters
65 Reticent

Somehow, it never seems odd to hear that
another rapper or R&B singer got shot in a
drive-by or at a dance club . Another bullet
wound just adds to the "bad ass" image.
R Kelly was rece ntly shot, did you hear? Shot
with a blinding and pain inducing can of pepper
spray!
Kelly was allegedly sprayed by a member of
hip-hop artist Jay-Z's entourage during their
Best of Both Worlds Tour. He is now suing the
rapper for $75 million.
Reports of conflict surfaced at the beg inning
of the tour, as cancellations and late start times
created tension between the two artists.
At the Oct. 29 show at New York's Madison
Square Garden, Kelly stopped during his performance, claiming he saw men in the audience
waving guns at him. Security found no guns
after searching the crowd, and gave the singer
clearance to resume his performance. On his
way back to the stage, Kelly was allegedly
attacked with pepper spray by one of Jay-Z's
cohorts. He was treated at Manhattan's St.
Vincent Hospital and released.
The lawsuit against Jay-Z and his Marcy

Projects production company seeks $15 m1lllon
in compensatory damages and at least $60 million in punitive damages. Kelly blamed a late
start in Chicago, a missed Cincinnati show and
an abrupt stop during a St. Louis performance
on the lighting, which the suit claims was JayZ's responsibility. The suit also accuses Jay-Z of
leaving a performance early to go to Usher's
birthday party Oct. 17.
Kelly was kicked off the tour Oct. 30, and JayZ plans to continue the New York shows with
special guests. He hasn't announced if he will
continue the rest of the tour solo.

weelfJY web
The website ilovebees.com
is, believe it or not, a marketing
tooVprequel for the videogame
Halo 2. It tracks the lives of six
characters living in 2552,
whose lives are being interupted by an impending alien invasion.The invasion, of course, is
the storyline of the game.
Visitors of the site gain information through episodes of
radio-like serials that appear on
a regular basis.
What's interesting about

The \-\_a\f

ilovebees is that the fans are
integral to the story's development. For each piece of an
episode, times and GPS coordinates around the country are
listed.
The fans are responsible for
finding payphones at the coordinates and answering them at
the specified times.
The call receiver is then
given a question that, if
answered correctly, awards
them more information of the

story. The final episode is set to
debut Nov. 9, when the game is
officially released.

www.ilovebees.com
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November 11-December 8, 2004
Reception: Thursday, November 11, 5-7 pm
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program.
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Who authors our times?
or one of the premier
arts and medi a schools
the
country,
in
Columbia certainly has a pa ltry list of prominent alumni.
That's one message that
could be drawn from news
that Columbia's Office of
Institutional Advancement
has chosen fi lm legend
Lauren Bacall to kick off its
"Conversations in the Arts:
Up Close Wit h ... " series,
which begi ns Nov. II in The
Dance Center. 1306 S.
Michigan Ave.
The event will feature a
brief lecture fro m the legendary actress and a Q-and-A
session between Bacall and
Colum bia's own Sheldo n
Patinkin. chairman of th e
Theater Department. in addition to an invite-only
President 's Club reception at
the Cent er for Book and
Paper Arts.
Bacall, 80, certain ly comes
with all the high-wattage star
power an Oscar-nominated
actress cou ld bring, having
starred in some of the most
critically acclaimed fi lms of
her time. such as The Big
Sleep in 1946 and Key Largo
in 1948. Her appearance will
no doubt bring a measure of
publicity to a school that is
trying mightily to raise its
profile whenever it can.
But it's unclear why she
has been asked to attend a
Columbia event , especially
considering that she has no
known ties to the school.
In fact. the three alreadyidentified participa nts in the
"Up Close With ... "seriesBacall. James Earl Jones, and
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of
$40,000,
Mary Tyler Moore-have lit- estim ates
tle to no known relationship $50,000 and eve n $75.000
have been mentioned.
with Columbia.
What 's interesting. howevDespite the likelihood that
the mo ment she steps on er. is that the administration
campus, Bacall will be the remains tightlipped about
biggest name to have ever how much of a fee they're
graced our humble school, paying to brand Columbia,
the
questi on
becomes fearing, perhaps, that it may
whether she's the best fit for prove hard ro justify their
decision should the event fail
Columbia.
Especially when we con- to pay for itself.
But beyond the issue of
sider that amo ng the vast
number of students, her name cost is the question of
either elicits a dim recogni- whether or not these admittion or none at all. The $35 tedly impressive choices are
price tag to attend the lecture the best fi t for Columbia's
and Q-and-A alone seems a image.
For a school whose motto
bit pricey for your average
is "authoring the culture of
student 's budget.
But. judging from news our times," perhaps highlightthat o nly a select few ing the relationship between
Columbi a students will be recent and former Columbia
allowed to attend the event, it graduates and alumni donadoesn't seem that Bacall 's tions may be a more winning
appearance is mea nt to message for events like these.
After all, beyond the creenlighten the students very
much, anyway.
dent ials and experience the
Instead, as Mark Lloyd, series' participants are likely
assistant vice president of to bring to the table, their
marketing and communica- relationship to authoring the
tions, to ld The Chronicle, culture of these times seems
''This is a development pro- suspect.
gram, nor fund raising. The
Which means that for more
idea here is to culti vate long- than one passing observer,
they wi ll seem little more
range interest in Columbia."
Which still means wealthi- than rent-a-celebrities.
One has to believe that
er folk than college students
are the target market, along there's too much energy and
with those who mi ght open too much talent on campus
their checkbooks for a hefty and among our own alumni to
donation.
create a series that can
We can only hope that ~he accomplish the same goals
event. and others like it, goes without resorting to importa long way towards putting ing the evening's star attracColumbia on the map, given tion.
what it's likely to cost. A star
As students, we have to ask
of Ms. Bacall 's stature isn't ourselves: Isn' t anyone from
likely to come cheap. and Columbia worth $35 a ticket?

All that glitters may not be 1hunp
ould Chicago's pulse
be raci ng for The
Donald?
Perhaps. Last month. there
was a lot of hoopla when
mega-rea l estate developer
and TV celebrity Donal d
Trump popped up in the
Wi ndy Ci ty. He came to oversee the stan of demolition of
the Chicago Sun-Times
bu ilding. 401 N. Wabash
Ave., in order to make way
for hi s proposed 90-story
condomin ium tower, slated to
open in 2007 or 2008.
Trump and his new m<~i n
man in Chicago, lirst-season
"Apprentice" wi nner Bill
Rancic, watched with a gaggle of news crews and fans a>
one of the ci ty's mo;t recognizable landmarks met a ceremon ial wrecki ng ball.
Before it 's even built.
Trump is already call ing his
project "a great tribute to
Chicago, to the locat ion and
to a great del>ign," and "one
of the fi nest bu ildings in
America."
Which, like many of the
other catchphra;e; that the

C

quintessenti al New Yorker
uses, is hogwash.
Granted, the design for
Trump Tower Chi cago, or
whatever it will be called, has
been grudgingly accepted in
the most architectu rally
important city in the country.
The building is expected to
be among the world 's tallest,
yet has litt le going for it other
than gigantism and hype, the
kind of qualities Trump is
known for.
But the real way the Trump
name- along with al l the
gigantism and hype- wi ll
ma ke a difference, is in how
many Chicagoans wi ll llock
to the city's newest luxury
addre;s j ust for the pre>tige.
And on this score. The
Donald is doing very well.
With condominiums starting around $680.000 and a
top-lloor pcnthou;e going for
about $16 million, Chicago's
Trump Tower will be one of
the pric iest places to li ve in
the ci ty. Even in one of the
tonic>! sections of the citythe Gold Coast- the building
wi ll likely ;et new ceil ings on
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what constitutes "lu xury"
pricing, and could prompt
more developers to abandon
reasonably-priced housing
for more profi table projects.
Trump has made his name
on bluster and bravado,
bui lding an empire of casinos. hotels and real estate.
with a tendency to name
everything he touches after
himself.
Unlike New York, however. Chicago has made its reputation on brawn and hard
work. preferring to let the end
results of big projects coll ect
all the glory. not the businessmen pulling the stri ngs.
Chicago has always made
nx1m 1( 11' those who might
never see the inside o f a multim illion doll ar condo. but
still call the ci ty horne
because it is a dece nt and
affordable place to live.
There's no reason to
change that now, j ust beca use
a blow-dri ed TV celebri ty has
jetted in from someplace else
promising big changes for
our city.
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LE II ERS 10 THE EDITOR:
Setting t he record
straight on sa la ry
I would li ke to clarify
that Columb ia is not
payi ng me the salary
that was reported in the
Nov. I Chronicle (and
which has been reported
each year in T he
Chron icle).
For the past 15 years,
have had gra nts
amo unti ng to $2.5 million from the National
Scie nce Foundation to
work on different sc ience projects during the
summer whe n fac ulty
are no t on contract with
Colum bia.
Approx imate ly
25
percen t of my base
salary is pa id from these
grants, whic h he lp to
employ additional faculty dur ing these summer mo nths. and not
from Columbia.
In add ition, Co lu mbia
negoti ated an overhead
rate of 64 percent o n
sa laries for all NS F
gran ts- this mea ns the
co llege does not cove r
25 percent o f my base
salary. and actuall y
makes money from it.
One addit io nal poi nt

to note is that in most
other instituti ons of
higher educatio n, you
will
typ ically
find
amo ng the h ighest
salaries the names o f
star faculty w ~ o have
recei ved national and
internatio nal recogni tion for their work.

- Dr. Zafra Lerman
Head
Institute fo r Science
Education and Science
Commu nicatio n

Lerma n should sing
new song
I fee l it is absolutely
lud icro us how much
Zafra Lerma n. head o f
the In stitute for Science
Education. is pa id.
When I saw th e list o f
highest paid Co lum bia
o fficials
("Co ll ege
salaries change slightly," Nov. I) and read
how much she is paid
alo ng with he r near
$ 15,000 pay increase. I
was fur ious.
Regard less o f her credentials, this is an arts
co mm unicatio ns
and
schoo l where most o f
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the stucjents that go here
are artists in some way,
shape or form.
There is no reason
th at so meone o f her
q ualificati ons should be
teaching at a communications school.
S he should be at a
major uni vers it y where
she can actually util ize
her skills ins tead of sitti ng in her o ffice o n the
top floor of the Wabash
Campus Building, 623
S. Wabash Ave.
Perhaps if her salary
was cut, our school
could have afforded to
use real carpet to redo
the hall ways. instead of
pea l-and -sti ck sq uares
that you can pick up at
Home Depot.
S ince
Lerman 's
employ ment
beg an
here, she has received
mil lions of doll ars from
Columbia with her ever-

Chris Ma~us
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Jessica Noll
Shawn Rackow
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Copy Edilors
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inc reasing sa la ry.

This

ha s

to

stop.

- Mall Ha ney
Senior
Music Busi ness
Management
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Confessions of a political know-nothing
By Mark W. Anderson
Commentary Editor

American politics in 2004, I could
always blame the media.
And I must admit, the thought is
attractive-after all , it was the
mainstream media, with all of
their a nalysts and experts and colorful graphics, that led me to
believe the po lls were wrong,
because everyone has a cell phone
these days and pollsters didn't
know how to get in touch with
them.
And it was the media that suggested that the youth vote was
going to come out in record numbers and vote Democratic, and the
idea that a ny inc umbent who was
tied the week before the election

I must confess: I know nothing
about politics.
That muc h is clear after I completely m isread the outcome of
last week's presidential election,
one that I thought for sure was
going to end in a victory for
Democratic challenger John F.
Kerry.
I knew it would be close, but I
thought Kerry had it in the bag.
I figured he would win by 2 percent, 3 percent, or maybe even 5
percent. I thought maybe he
would pull a couple of states that
went for President George W.
Bush in 2000.
I even predicted we would have
a clear winner the day after the
election. I believed it would be
Kerry, a nd the country would
come to see the wisdom of their
choice and revel in our re turn to
normalcy and understanding·.
But, apparently, I was wrong.
What was it that led me down
this path of error and confus ion?
If I wanted to, I could blame the
candidates for fitting into the preconceived notio ns I had about
them .
Blame Bush, perhaps, for ge tting my hopes up by alternately
looking like a confused puppy and
an annoyed teenager during the
debates, and stic king to a set of
talking points on the campaign was likely to lose.
And so o n, and so on.
trail that were little more tha n
But I can't blame the mediatransparent lies anyone could see
not totally. At the e nd of the day,
through.
Or maybe I could point my fin- their real job, apparently, is to tell
ger at Kerry for the crime of act- the American people what they
ing like his Vietnam War record want to hear a nd do it entertainwas going to make a difference, ingly, so that TV stations can sell
a nd ' for making me believe that commercials, newspapers can sell
defend ing jobs, e xpanding health ad space, and everyone's ratings
care a nd protecting the environ- can go up while their bottom lines
ment were winning messages that get fatter. T heir job is not to report
wo uld resonate with a maj ority of objecti vely on the health of the
American voters .
A merican polity.
But I can' t really blame the canWhich mea ns I only have
didates. They o nly did what they myself to blame. I, after all, wanthad to do to win. Or, in the end, ed to believe that in the face of
not win.
. four years of the most appalli ng,
Then again, if l were a pundit, self-centered, d is ingenuous pres ithe kind of person who was paid dential adm inistratio n since
to prognosticate about the state of Nixon or the 1924 Teapot Dome

Scandal, the American voting
public might, just might , have
sobered up e nough to realize that
the country was on the wrong
track .
For that, I plead guilty. I really
did think that any president who
presided over the loss of 1.8 mi llio n private secto r jobs a nd
responded by giving tax cuts to
the wealthy would be looking for
a job of his own soon.
I thought, mistakenly, that any
administration that could turn a
$236 billion surplus into a deficit
of more than $41 5 billion in fo ur
years wo uld be thrown out on its
ear.

I believed, wrongly, that anyone
who could turn a blind eye to the
kind o f corporate scandals represented by Enron and WorldCom
and all the rest would o ne day
have to face the wrath o f angry
voters.

What 's more, I thought anyone
who
allo wed
millio ns
of
Americans to lose access to health
insurance during his administration wo ul d be trounced on
Electio n Day. I held that a governme nt that rejected a worldwide
treaty to protect the e nvironment,
like Bush d id in 200 I with the
Kyoto Treaty on global warming .
would be rejected at the polls.
In my erroneous delusion, I
assumed that if someone violated
the civil liberties o f a n American

citizen by locking him up in secret
witho ut c harging him with a
c rime, like Bush's Justice
Department did with alleged
"dirty bomber" Jose Padilla, he
would somehow be held accountable. And that if you rounded up
5,000 foreign nationals in antiterrorism sweeps and didn't find a
terrorist among them, people
might be worried.
Even worse-and he re 's the
real kicker- ! thought that if the
person e ntrusted with the hi ghest
office in the land some how managed to get the country involved in
a war it couldn 't win by invading
anothe r country with no j ustificasacrificed
tio n
whatsoever,
American li ves for political ideology and revenge, c reated hosti lity
and hatred for American ideals
around the world , and called a nyone who criticized him " unpatriotic," well , I thought for sure the
American people would tell him
to go fuck himself.
After all, I was banking on the
idea that Ame ricans, sickened by
the images of American soldiers
torturing a nd humi liating Iraq i
prisoners in Abu Ghraib, would
find some way to express their
shock and revulsio n over what has
happened to their beloved country.
And quite fra nkly, 1 thought a
ma n who skipped se rvice in the
armed forces but managed to
smear the record of a war herowhile sending A merican soldiers
off to die-would have to pay in
the e nd.
A nd 1 trusted tha t if the
American peop le saw how their
president fail ed to capture the o ne
man who was responsible for
ordering the greatest mass m urder
on Ame rican soii-Osama bin
Lade n- while sti ll spendi ng $ 140
bi llion on kill ing innocent civilia ns elsewhere, they would rise up
a nd vote Bush out of office in a
heartbeat.
But I guess l was wrong. Bush
won. Kerry lost. a nd more than
half of the country seems perfectly happy with the way things
turned out.
See? 1 to ld you 1 do n't know
anything about politics.

An different kind of elite
By Alicia Dorr
City Beat Editor

As I wal ked into the Illinois
Republican election night party
at the W Hotel, 644 N. La ke
Shore Dri ve, I braced m yself.
I was ready to be the mino rity,
and not because I tho ught everyone would spot my De mocratic
leanings o r my press pass .
Instead , I was sure I was going to
be one of the o nly yo ung people
there.
Though it was just pas t 7:30
p.m. when I arri ved , the hote l's
33rd fl o9r pe ntho use suite was
already filling up. Everything
was j ust as I expected- full y
stocked bar with e xpe ns ive
beers, four flat-screen TVs, a
gorgeous view o f C hicago's skyline and Navy Pie r, a nd delicious ly ex pensive cate ring .
But something was wrong .
Everywhere I looked , twe nty-

and thirtysomethings were minglmg and c heering.
It was easy to tell who were
the pol iticians and members of
the press, a nd the wa itstaff s tood
out like sore thum bs. Out of the
roughly 150 peop le at the gathe ring, it was the young people that
actually, well, fit in.
I was shocked . D id the offi cials planning the party stac k the
dec k?
Were the olde r Republicans
simply not up fo r a party that
ni ght? Th e guy w ho started
c hanting " four more years"
whe n fo rmer Gov. Jim Edgar
came in did not seem that much
differe nt from someone at a kegger s houting " c hug, c hug, c hug '"
Somehow, the who le thin g
didn' t sit well with me.
After talking to a couple w ho
seemed a bi t older than the rest
of the cro wd, I reali zed I wasn 't
the o nly one who noticed .

The Columbia Chronicle is a student-produced
publication of Columbia College Chicago and
does not necessarily represent, in whole or in
part, the views of college administrators,
faculty or students.
All text, photos and graphics are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be reproduced or published without
written permission.

"Do you know- are we at the
young Republ icans party"'"
Linda Waite, a Bush supporter,
immed iate ly asked me.
She a nd he r husband , Kevin
Waite, had atte nded the Illinois
GOP party in 2000 a nd said they
noti ced a ma rked di ffe re nce in
the age group from that electionnight.
I wo ndered if I have been
inc ubating in the libe ral a rts college environment at Columbia
for too lo ng. Have I lost to uc h
with my o wn age gro up? Is thi s
the new American dream?
But, as I looked around and
watc hed young peo ple c heeri ng
every time Bush won a ~tate, I
challe nged my assumptions furthe r.
l hadn' t lost to uc h ; I had simply fall en prey to the traditio nal
vie w of "libe ral young peop le."
Yea rs o f once-rad ical ba by
pare nts
recalling
boome r

Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial
Board o f The Columbia Chronicle.
Columns are the opinions of the ~ uthor(s).
Views expressed In this publication are those
of the writer and are not the opinions of The
Columbia Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism

Department or Columbia College Chicago.

protests and sit-ins had conditioned me to see youn g people as

alway$ le"ni ng left.
Of the repon~d 29 pcrc~ nt of
people be tween the ages o f 18
and 24 who voted in 2000, about
half voted Republican, accordi ng
to Edison Media Research a nd
Mitofs ky International. a pol it ical research finn .
And this yea r, I realized, wasn't li kely to be muc h diffe re nt.
Before the ni ght's numbers came
in, I realized it didn ' t ma tter.
E ve ry y9ung person does no t
vote De mocrat or third party, no
more than every young person is
apathe tic to the election. T he statis tics c ha nge because we do,
just like o ur pare nts. I went in
ex pec ting to sc hmoo ze w ith
C hicago's elite, and e nded up
rubbing elbows with people my
age.
Elit e, young Rep ubli ca ns
o nes, anyway.

Letters to the editor must•nclud~ 1u:1name, year, maJOr
and ph<ule numbr:r. AI! leucrs «re ed1ted lor gra~nrnar ana
may be cut oue to a limited space
Letters can be taxed to (3 12) 344-8430,
e-m ailed to Chronicle@colum.edu o r mailed to
The Columbia Ch ronicle, 623 S. Wabash Ave., Suite 205,

Chicago. Ill.
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Your reg1strat1on tune slot for the Spring semester will be ava1lable in mid-November. This Information can be obtained by
go1ng to the Register for Classes Screen on OASIS (under CX Enrollment). Follow the instructions to see what your registration
time wtll be. Time slots are based on the number of cumulative credit hours you have accumulated. An e-mail with your Spnng
registration t1me slot, and other registration lnformatton, wil l also be sent.
Your OASIS e-mail log1n format IS as follows:
Firstname.Lastname
Example: Joseph.Sm1th would be your full e-ma11 login
Your e-mail password IS the same as your original default OASIS password (until YOU change 1t). Remember, changing your
password 1n OASIS does NOT change your e-matl password, and vice versa. If you have problems loggmg mto your e-mail account,
please contact the Student OASIS Help Line at 312-344 7788.

Continuing undergraduate, degree-seeking registration: Wednesday, December 1- Friday, December 10
Open registration (all students Including degree-seeking and students at large): Tuesday, February 1Saturday, February 12
Late Registration : Monday, February 14 - Friday, February 18
All time slots will remain open for Spring registration until Saturday, February 19 at Midnight (CST).
Orientation for new freshman and transfer students will be in January.
Students who owe an unpaid balance cannot participate In registration. Check your OASIS course and fee statement for
your current balance. Please contact the Student Financial Services Office at 312-344-7140 or e-mail sfs@col um .edu to
resolve any unpaid balance.
Meet with your faculty advisor for an advising clearance in advance of the registration dates.
Contact your major department for specific information.

Columbia Colleg e
Chicago's Residence Life

WantsY u!
Apple Campus Representative for
Columbia College
D o you love the iPod ? Are y ou hig hly motivated, business driven, and
ready for a real w orld sal es and m arketing exp erien ce? Become an Appl e
Campus Representative team m ember today and join our elite group of
student leaders acr oss the country.
The Job:

On·canpus /l.pple evdtlqeh<t wnil

c,ood tP<IliiiCtll knowiPdqe, lltcludtiHJ
AppiP <~nc' ~t d·party "ppli< Jlions. A <t lf-~tartet . l<lt lptts·~<~wy, ron tplt·tt•l>
cl<'<ft<dtf'ff to lccJil!llq ewrytl 19 t•tuc· I'> to know dbout Apple procluch
V11tlt.n edt a ,md web pntJP red! on ,tblittP'i arP cl plus.

n

The ideal candidate woul d:

t'romofp Appt 'H d lUOIJY 011 <oll1lpll'>, p rovid£> tnrh~lt ,11 ~lip port ,md
t·dll ng. 1d r J 'Ill< , 1 Jll CH s Dut '' wo Jid '1<it'd< fvll'Xdlllll ~
'1no
Tll)l

JY

Do you consider yourself a people person?
Do you like to plan activities for students?
Would you like to be considered a
student leader on campus?

10
Court at

7 .00pm

Tc
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO ATTEND A SPECIAL SCREENING
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Stop By The Columbia Chronicle
613 S. Wabash Ave Suite lOS • Chicago

Today, November 8th, to pick up a complimentary pass (admits two)
.
Christm ,.,,,, ,~.c
·
to a special screen1ng of KRANKS on Monday, November I Sth.
One pass per person. Passes are available on a first-come, first-served basis. Employees of all promotional partners, their agencies and th ose
who have received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible. This film is rated PG by th e MPAA for brief language and sugges tive content.

IN THEATRES WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 24THI
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On Nov. 2, wh ile most everyo ne was glued to news
statio ns for info rmatio n o n the electio n, T he
Chronicle photographe rs and reporters canvassed
the fo ur main electio n part ies in C hicago. H ere are
pictures from the official parties for the heated senato rial race between Alan Keyes and Barack O bama,
as well as the Illino is pa rties' functions for 2004's
presidential cand idates.

Reported by
Andrew Greine1; Mark
A11derso11, Jeff Da1111a
a11d Alicia Dorr

Photographed by
Eric Davis, Ti11a Wag11er,
Theresa Scarbrough a11d
Tu11isia For/SOli

ow do you generate excitement on election night when your candidat2 is
down by as many as 90 po ints?
Yo u boo every time your oppo nent's name comes up on the big screen
TV next to the stage in the hotel ballroo m, wave your campaign s ig ns whenever
one of the local TV anchors goes live from your location, and wait fo r your.candidate to show up and give a ro using speech.
Oh yeah, you al so drink free beer and munch o n the hors d' oeuvres.
That was the strategy for the hundred o r so of Alan Keyes supporters who gathered in the Contine ntal Ball roo m of the Chicago Hilton and Towers Hotel, 720
S. Michi gan Ave., to watch the e lectio n returns. And, outside of the appearance
of their candidate, there was little else to cheer as the night wore on. Keyes lost
hi s bid for the U.S. Senate to opponent Barack Obama by a margin. of almost 3
to I, and, despite the fervenc y of his suppo rters, it seemed there were more
reporters than acti vists littering the ball room fl oor.
When Keyes did arrive, his speech didn' t disappoint. Filled with biblical
images and calls for the renewal of American morality and spirit, he closed with
a q uote from the gospel of Matthew.
'Whoever does not recei ve you, nor heed your words, as you go out of that
house o r that city, shake the dust off your feet. Truly I say to you, it will be more
tolerable for the land of Sodom and Gomorrah in the Day of Judgment than for
that c ity.'
At the Chicago Hilton o n election night. his suppo rters knew what he meant.

H

he lively crowd at the lllino is RepuWican e lection night party at the
W Ho tel, 644 N. Lake Shore Drive, was well represented by the elusive youth vote, wi th more than half of the crowd seem ing to be in
the 20- to 40-year-old range.
State congressio nal candidates and former office ho lders mingled with
party members and members of the public who ca me to the o pen party.
Telev isions placed around the middle o f the round room on the 33rd floor
aired the Fox News Channel, so the host of celebrators and Republican
supporters cou ld track the nationa l and state electio ns.
The room was full for most of the night, wi th aro und ISO to 200 people
in attendance. An energi zed atmosphere was electrified. Every state that
went to Presi dent George W. Bush were noted with chee rs of joy.
Around 9:30 p.m. Illinois Repub lican Party Chairwoman Judy Baar
Top inka and fo rmer Illinois Gov. Jim Edgar arrived to an exci ted crowd

T

cha nting ·tour more years" and wavi ng Bush-C heney campaign signs.

'l(>pinka gave a speec h that rctlected the confide nt mood of the event, and
kept it brief so the ce lebration and poll watc hing cou ld continue.
R ich Pi rovano . ca mpaign spokesman for co ngressional candida te
/\ntonio Da v i ~ - Pairnwn. said the part y was the culminati on of a lot nf
~ ITllrl.

"The party is a cekb ration of the year." Pirovano said . "This is a chance
for everyone to relax. because we did a lot of hard work."
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o demographi c was underrepresented at Barack Obama 'selection night
party. and everyone in attendance was enthusiastica ll y cheering on one
of politics' newest and biggest stars.
The U.S. Senator-elect's message of fin di ng common ground despite political, cultural and social differences attracted an aud ience that included school
teachers, co llege s tudents and advocates for the disabled.
The audience at the Hyatt Regency Chicago, ! 51 E. Wacker Drive, was fairly mild-mannered, as many people had anti cipated an Obama victory well
before the e lection. But that didn't stop the cheers that erupted each time the
election results were flashed across the massive television screens in the hotel 's
Grand Ballroom: Barack Obama, 70 percent of the vote; Alan Keyes. 27 percent.
Obama's inspirational speech was preceded by a prayer from the Rev. Dr.
Jeremiah A. Wright Jr. of the Trinity United Church o f Christ, and lovi ng words
fro m Obama's wife, Michelle.
Mic he lle Obama hi gh lighted her husband 's best qualities and pai nted him as
a caring spo use and fat her who, like all people, has hi s share of imperfections.
"What we know is he's not perfect," she said. " But he's close to perfect."
It was the senator's victory speech, though , that drew the biggest emotional
response. With hundreds of eyes .watching him, Obama spoke of hi s belief in
the American system and the need for cooperation among citizens and politicians ali ke.
"There are people here today who are as skeptical about the future as they
were at the outset of this campai gn ... th at there is no possibility o ne person in
the Senate can make a difference," he said. "And to those skeptics who believe
we can' t accomplish what we set out to accomplish ... I have three words for
them: ... Yes we can 1"

N

emocratic voters were decidedly blue at the C hicago headquarters for the John Kerry campai gn. What began as a
night of optimism, with the crowd cheering for each electoral vote that landed in Kerry's column, slowly morphed
into an air o f desperatio n as the returns poured in.
Nearly 400 people in the LaSalle ballroom at the Chicago Ci ty
Center, 300 E. Ohio S t., gathered anx io usly around the television
monitors posted around the room, looking for some sign of a Kerry
victory. As the night wore on and the U.S. map turned red,
adamant supporters wrested their hopes on creati ve math , wishing
for a blue Ohio.
When the night was over and no clear winner had emerged,
some left with ho pe that Kerry would pull it out, whileothers
turned their attention and support to Illi nois Democratic champio n
Barack Obama, who took the Illinois U.S. Senate seat in a landslide .

D
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The new iMac GS.

From the creators of iPod.

Three new models featuring:
• 1.6 GHz or 1.8 GHz PowerPC GS processor
• Widescreen 17-inch or 20-inch display
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'-t,lrting at $ 749 .00
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• Up to 2GB of DDR 400 memory
· Slot-load Combo or Su perDrive
• AGP 8x graphics

StMtlng at $1.799.00
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iSight

s129.00

C.l <d: $69 .00

17-inch ·Sta rting at $2,499.00

15-lnch .. Starting at S 1,799.00

$2,999.00
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Mac OSX

Ilife

Final Cut Express

Keynote

Microsoft Offlc·

569.00

$29.00

51 49.00

$79.00

$1 49.95

623 S Wabash, Suitt' 205

www.apple.com/education/store/

Phone: 31!.344.8MAC
hnp:; , www.colurn.edu!applestore!

(800) MY-APPLE
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Columbia
Chronicle
Classifieds
Classified Advertising
Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received by 5p.m. on
the Thursday prior to the publishing date.
Rates
The Columbia Chronicle charges $0.25 per word with
a$.5 minimum. All classified ads must be pre-paid in
full prior to publication. All ads will be published in
alphabetical order.
Three Ways to Place a Classified Ad
.1Online

Visit www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com.
2By Mail
Send your typed or printed ad copy along with your
full name. city, state, zip code and phone number
with full payment to: Chris Richert. 600 S. Michigan
Ave .• Chicago. ll 60605.

3By Fax
Fax your typed or printed ad copy along with your
full name, city, state. zip code and phone number
with full payment to 312/344-8032.

A nno unceme nts

A pts/Rooms/Lofts

* * #I Spring Break Website! Lowest prices
guaranteed. Free Meals & Free Drinks. Book II
people, get 12th trip free' Group discounts for
6+ www.springbreakdiscounts.com or 800-8388202
PRO VOICE LESSONS -AS LOW AS $5 1!!
Professionally Trained Vocalist & Vocal Coach
Offerin g Lessons for Beginner Students: li velive liveagain@yahoo.com
A career journey begins with a single step at
Chicago Job Resource
www.c hicagojobresource.com.
Want to go to Spring Break but yo u don ' t
know how to fund your trip? STA Trave l wants
to send YOU to the sun for free' Please email
your inte rest to chi @s tatravel.com attention
Sylvia. Deadl ine is October 29, 2004.
Valet positions I runner, cashier, su pervi sor.
Come join our team at the new Hard Rock
Hotel Chicago. We are looki ng for ambitious
individuals for a ll positions. Full I part time &
flexible scheduling. Experience in valet or
hotel industry a plus. Valid D.L. & manual
transmission skills required. All applicants may
pick up applications ·@ the Hard Rock Hotel ,
em ail resumes to cahchicago@yahoo.com.

LARGE 6 ROOM APARTMENT FURISHED OR U FURNISHED 1250 SQ. Fr.
IDEAL FOR ROOMATES 2 Bedrooms with
walk-in closets Eat in Kitchen with walk-in
pantry Appliances included Living room ,
Dining/Den with walk- in pantry New
Carpeting and Heated baseboard registers
throughout Enc losed rear porch with tall sliding windows overlooking large, private backyard for tenants use. Bus Rou te #8 Halsted runs
24hrs Orange Line (Halsted) runs 24hrs Bus
route #44 Wallace Racine, #24 Wentwort h Red
Line (S OX35th) runs 24 hrs Minutes to
Colum bia, li T, UI C, Downtown Available
immediately $ 1200 plus I month's security
847-648-6403
E nte rta inment/Events
M4MUSA .com the # I gay college dating
website IM chat and lOOO 's of picture ads.
America's largest gay dating service enter code
UC29.
Please c heck your ad and report any errors
to us by the next issue's deadline so that corrections can be made. We will not be responsible for errors or failure to run an ad except to
the extent of the cost of the first insertion of the
ad. We reserve the right to categorize, edit, and
refuse c lassified ads.

PART TIME WORK
Excellent Pay'
Conditions Exist, all age 18+
Scholarship opportunities, Felixible Schedules,
Entry-level customer sales/service
All Majors considered
Call Today 3 12-397-1570

C H 0 LARS H I P 0 P P 0 R T U N I
FOR STUDENTS AT

~~~. ~.~l~~e~dlme:

CO LU MBI A COLLEGE CHICAGO
• Helen Fong Dare Scholarsh•P (Deadline: March 2005)

March 18. 2005)

• Hermann Conaway ScholarshiP (Deadline: March 18, 2005)

• Albert We•sman Scholarship (Deadline: Apnl 2005)

• H•llary Kalish ScholarshiP (Deadline: Apnl 1. 2005)

• Alumm ScholarshiP (Deadline: Spring 2005)

• Ron PittS ScholarshiP (Deadline: Apnl 1. 2~05)

• David Rubin Scholarship (Deadline: Apnl 1. 2005)

\)qa~.~~ ltW rl-.:\> s
• Pougialis Fine Ar ts Award (Deadline: Apnl 2005)

MARKETING COMMU NICATION
' The Patncia McCarty ScholarshiP Fund (Deadlme: March 18. 2005)

.

• Precious Lash ley Fashion Scholarship (Deadline : Spnng 2005)

ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA MANAGEMENT

PHOTOGRAPHY
' Kodak Scholarship (Deadlme: Apnl 2005)

• The Make A Dent Scholarship (Deadline: May 20. 2005)

RADIO

• Precious Lashley Fas hion ScholarshiP (Deadli ne: Spnng 2005)

' AI Parker Scholarship (Deadline: November 19. 2004)
lrv Kupcinet Med•a Arts Scholarship (March 18. 2005)

• The Chuck Suber Scholarship (Deadline: March 15. 2005)

SENIOR SEMINAR

ASL _ ENGLISH INTERPRETATION

' Jane Alexandroff Senior Project Award (Deadline: Spring 2005)

• Michael Fryzlewicz Scholarship (Deadline: June 1, 2005)

TELEVISION

DANCE
• Forest Foundation Scholarship (Deadline: April 8 , 2005)

' AI Lira Scholarship (Deadline: March 18. 2005)

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

• Edward L. and Marsha E. Morris Scholarship
(Deadline: November 19, 2004)

, Joan and Irving Harris Scholarship (Deadline: April 15 , 2005)

• T~aine Lyman Scholarship (Deadline: March 18. 2005)
• lrv Kupcinet Media Arts ScholarshiP (Deadline: March 18. 2005)

FICTION WRITING
' John Schultz and Betty Shiflett Story Workshop Scholarship

.
.
(Deadline: Spring 2005)
• Sylvia McNa ir Travel Story Scholarship (Deadlme : Sprmg

200~)

THEATER

May 2. 2005)

• Betty Garrett Musical Theater ScholarshiP Fund (Deadli ne:
• David Talbot Cox Scholarship Fund (Deadline : May 2. 2005)

JOURNALISM

' Freshman Ac hievement Award (Deadline: May 2. 2005)

• John Fischetti Scholarship (Deadline: April 8, 2005)
!r v Kupcinet Med•a Arts Scholarship (Deadline: March 18, 2005)

• Michael Merntt Scholarship/ Des,gner·ln·Res•dence (May 2. 2005)

Columbia~
COLLEGE

CHICAGO

• ~ COLUM .EDU / SCHOLARSHIPS

RECEIVED
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Performers put Islamic
beliefs to a hip-hop beat
0

Rapper says Muslim culture, messages and faith here to stay in music

venues that don· t serve alcohol
while he is on stage.
When
David
Kelly- aka
"Hi s stuff is rea lly powerful and
"Capital 0"-raps, he doesn' t fol- moving," said Sabah Khan, 22,
low the mainstream hip-hop after Kelly's performance. "I think
mantra: women, cars and jewelry.
it's important to support music
Instead, the Chicago rapper that 's positive. People say they li suses his rhymes to dish o ut praise ten to music on the radio because
for Allah. criticize the war in Iraq they say they like the beat. But
and blast corporate America.
you can have a beat and the song
Kelly is among a new group of can have a positive message."
Muslim hip-hop artists gaining
Kelly said his music hasn't
popularity
among
Muslim- always been politically charged.
Americans looking for music that Before converting to Islam four
reflects both their mainstream years ago, Kelly_:who was raised
music tastes and reli gious beliefs. Catholic-said his music lacked
"Muslims in the United States seriousness and d iscipline.
are not going away. They're part
"Now, I have a different agenof the cu lture. but they're not cre- da," he said. "If I am going to put
ating their own culture," Kelly an album out. I have to say some;aid~ "I try to show them that you thing."
can be creative, artistic. happy and
That kind of message-driven
still be Muslim."
music is also at the heart of
But this new wave of Muslim- Remarkable Current. an Oakland.
influenced rap music seeks to con- Calif.-based record label that feavey messages and images more in tures several hip-hop artists.
line with orthodox Islam.
Though listeners may not realize
"The music says I'm still an the artists are Muslim when they
American, and I still want my cu l- first hear the music, they will
ture. but I want to reline it so I can notice the positive messages. said
incorporate Islam into it. too.'' said founder Anas Canon.
Mike Shapiro. 23. creator of the
" I try to push an art out there
website www.muslimhiphop.com. that is loving and positive and a
"Muslims in America and Muslim reflection of o ur spirituality,"
youths reall y need this. They don't Ca non added.
have anyone to relate to. so when
Yet, Canon said he's had diffi they hear this music, it's soothing." culty gaining acceptance from
Kelly recently performed before some in the Muslim community
a crowd of about 80 on Chicago's because of hip-hop's negative
South Side as part of a monthly image and the debate in the
event organized by the Chicago- Muslim world over whether music
based Inner-City Muslim Action is
haram-forbidden- under
etwork.
!;Iamie law.
Audience member; sipped on
Abraham Marcus. a history protea and smoothtes as Kelly per- fessor at the University of Texas at
formed several songs from his lat- Austin. said theo logians have
est album. Insomnia. For religiou; been addressi ng the issue of Islam
reasons. Ke ll y performs only in and music for centuries.
Associated Press

"The most conservative view is
music is essentially an evi l fo rce.
It excites passions and incites
lust," he said. "But the mainstream view is more tolerant.
Mainstream authorities say music
is admissible as long as it serves a
good purpose."
Some of the mainstream hiphop artists practici ng orthodox
Is lam include Mos Def a nd
Everlast. Others, such as Kelly,
have a loyal following but haven't
reached the masses.
Not a ll rappers perform in alcohoi -free venues as Kelly does, and
references to Islam vary in their
music. But the list of Mus lim rappers continues to grow.
"Most of the people not popular
in mainstream talk more about
Islam, and the artists who talk less
about Is lam are more popular,"
Shapiro said.
The site features discussion
forums and streams Muslim hiphop artists' music. It receives
about 2.000 hits a day, he said.
"The si te is really growing,"
Shapiro said. "We're tryi ng to
provide a medium so Muslims can
have something to do that's not in
a mosque or-on the ot her
extreme-i n a bar."
After he converted to Islam, he
initi ally quit performing whil e
debating whether rap cou ld coinc ide with his Islamic beliefs,
Kelly said.
The hiatus lasted nine months
before Kelly reconci led. morphing Islam and rap by deciding the
music had to have a purpose.
Insomnia, which Kelly released
this fall, addresses not only Islam
but also U.S. foreign policy. corporate America and the music
industry.

'Tis the season ... already?

Efren Chavez, an employee of White Way Sign, hangs Christmas lights at Daley Plaza, 100
N. Dearborn St., on Nov. 4 . This is the first phase of dressing the c 1ty up for Christmas, culminating on Nov. 26 with Chicago's annual tree lighting ceremony at Daley Plaza.

AP

Muslim rapper David Kelly, who goes by 'Cap ital D,' performs
at the Spoken Word Cafe, 4655 S . King Drive, on Sept. 24.
Kelly and other young Muslim-Americans rap about their
beliefs, melding their faith and their musical tastes .
" I wanted it to be a serious and
focused album , and I know that
has a lot to do with me being
Mus lim," he said.
Kelly said he knows it will take
orthodox American Muslims a
while to carve their ow n path in
the hip-hop world, but he's optimistic.

CJlS

"Musl ims are starting to take
the c ulture they listen to and creating their own culture in a very
American way," Kelly said.
" Islam hip-hop is very young in
the process, and we' II have to
bump heads for a while. but we'll
make it."

Continued from Back Page

of marketing and resources for
Snapple, pointed out that there are
other differences. such as the lack
of caffeine and the vitamin fortification. According to Jarman. the
company gives individual school
districts the choice on wh ich kinds
of drinks to offer.
"The schools themselvcs are
c hoosing the guidelines. and we
follow those,'' Jarman said.
Snapple has c reated a new
line of juices to meet the
demand for schools to ha ve
healthier beverages.
The
Snapple 100% Juiced! line has
six types of juices that are fortified with ex tra nutri e nts and
contain 100 percent j uice. The
line was developed by the company to cater to the elementary
schoo l requirements, like the
ones CPS has stipulated .
Jarman said the compa ny is continuo us ly de veloping more
juices to meet sc hool standards.
These measures are the first
sig n that school districts are
starting to fight th e prob lem of
c hildhood obesity, diabetes and
tooth decay. Mari lyn Tanner. a
registered dietitian and spokeswoman for the American
Dietetic Associat ion, said the
problem wuh these measures
comes after sugar con te nt and
serv ing size arc co nsidered.

" It 's great. that the juice is
there. but is it a 4-ounce serving
or a 20-ounce one?" Tanner said.
··we need to take a closer look at
the nutrient density of the product and the quantity that kids are
drinking. "
Tanner explained that j uice
doe s not satisfy thirst or
appetite, but satisfies the palette.
Young people do not need more
than o ne c up of juice per day.
she said. However, school di stricts and parents need to examine the specifics of the products
that they serve, s he added.
"It's one more step away from
caffeine. and th at's great, but we
need to go further. · We need to
watch how often they drink it
and how much they have," she
said.
Tanner sa id the only gro up of
people she can think o f that
need be verages li ke Coca-Cola
are people with type one diabetes. She explained that she
has nothing against the brand
name companies in particular.
but more the co nsumption of
those kind s of beverages by
young people.
"Look at the volume and sugar
conte nt. Educate people about
wha t's in there and how it wi ll
aff~c t them," Tanner said .
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Hockey fans locked out
0 Contract disputes between NHL and its players not likely to end soon
By Andy Cline

Assooate Etltor
As the NHL lockout continues
between the league and players'
association, it is clear that there is
one clear loser in this battle: the
fans. Hockey fans everywhere are
angry, from television viewers to
season ticket holders, that the two
sides cannot reach a settlement.
The NHL and its players association spoke for the first time in
more than a month last week, but
the talks only brought more confusion to the labor disputes.
The talks were the first since
Sept. 9, when d iscussions about a
new labor deal and the collective
bargaining agreement- the standard contractual process between
the organization and its employees
concerning wages and work conditions-stalled.
On Sept. 15, the NHL owners
locked out the players because of a
di vide on a collective bargaining
agreement, which includes makeor-break issues such as: salary cap,
payroll tax, revenue s haring, free
agency and arbitration.
The main competitors in this
contractual
duel
are
NHL
Commissioner Gary Bellman and
NHL Players Association President
Bob Goodenow. Bettman has stated that the league has to come up
with some sort o f new collecti ve
bargaining agreement in order for
the NHL to resume operation. To

SexEd

finalize such an agreement, certain
logistical aspects must first be discussed.
T he salary cap is the main roadblock between the players and
league officials. In any professional sports market the emphasis is on
money, and the NHL is no different. NHL players want some of the
same benefits enjoyed by other
sports organizations such as the
NBA, MLB or NFL. These benefits
include increased salaries and better bonuses.
Players want salaries higher than
what team revenues can handle, and
the argument between the two sides
lead to the lockout.
The owners signed players to
blockbuster deals under the assumption that the players would help
boost revenue. However, during the
past nine years, player salaries have
ballooned 240 percent, but 2003's
numbers show that the league lost
approximately $273 million in revenue.

Another crucial issue in the
negotiatio ns is revenue sharing.
Revenue sharing is the act of taking
a percentage of the big market
team 's profits and giving them to
smaller market teams in an attempt
to create parity. Both sides are in
agreement that revenue sharing is
an important issue. However, the
league wants to institute an operation called "cost certainty," which
would create a salary cap or some

method of tying player salaries to
team revenues. The players want
nothing to do with cost certainty.
"Revenue s haring without cost
certainty doesn' t work." Bettman
said. "We could do revenue sharing
tomorrow if we wanted to. We
don't need the players association
for that."
The
2004
Stanley
Cup
Champions, the Tampa Bay
Lightning, are feeling the force of
this lockout. The team's revenue
was its highest in franch ise history
after their championship run, and
now the team cannot capitalize on
its success because games are not
being played.
'There is virtually no hope
before December that games wi II
be played," Goodenow said.
Hockey fans aren't the only group
angered by the lockout. Some NHL
players have been very vocal about
their stance on the lockout. Former
Blackhawk and Chicago favorite
Chris Chelios is among these players. He is willing to forego his NHL
affiliations and play for the Chicago
Wo lves, a minor-league hockey
club.
Ottawa Senator right winger Rob
Ray said he is willing to cross the
picket line if the league institutes
replacement players. He said he
doesn't care that this would violate
his contract with the players' association union and cause problems that
could make him exempt from any

deal the two parties' reach.
"I'd cross the line in a second.
Why wouldn't (?" Ray said.
" Everybody just wants to get back
to playing."
The league has been prone to
strikes and lockouts during the past
15 years. In 1992 the players went
on strike for the first time in 75
years, calling for increased salary,
better free agency and licensing
rights for merchandise. In 1994,
the owners locked out the players
because of salary disputes, which is

the same reason for the current
lockout. The 1994 lockout lasted
103 days before the league
resumed play in December o f that
year. The league is almost 50 days
into the current lockout and has
already started canceling games for
December of this year.
As of the meeting on Oct. 27,
nothing has been resolved. The
NHL and the players association
are still in negotiations with no
agreement expected anytime soon.

"We d o not believe in teaching
abstinence; we believe in talking
about it," Meany said. "We talk
non-gender s pecific and non-culturally specific."
The health teachers at Jones
d iscuss sexual education matters
that cross all demographics,
including race and sexual preference, Meany said. Th ey are also
aware, he explained, that some
students are sexually active, so it
is important to the teachers to
educate students o n methods of
reduci ng the ris k of unwanted
pregnancy and contracting diseases.
" Kids are going to be kids, and
they're going to try to experience
things they're to ld not to,"
Meany said.
Ed Yo nka, s pokes man for the
American Civil Liberties Union
of Illino is, has noticed schools
taking sim ilar approac hes to sex
ed. The ACLU, Yo nka sa id,

opposes abstinence-only education and ad vocates a sy nthesis of
medically based sex ual educatio n
and abstinence.
"What we see in a lot of places
is that schools are able to s trike
the right balance so they are giving students the informatio n they
need in this day and age," Yonka
said. "We know that even with
th e best abstinence program,
there's some percentage of people in so me age group who are
sexuall y active."
Fischman and Meany believe
the federal government and other
organi zat ions need to work
toward s triking a ba lance, as
Yonka said, between abstinence
education and safe sex education.
Teachers need to be more comfortab le discuss ing sex in
schools, Fischman said, and they
should either make con tracepti ves avai lable to students or
d irect students to places they can

obtain them.
"I'd like to see [federal ] funding go to comprehens ive sex ed.
for schools and other programs
like
P lanned
Parenthood,"
Fischman said .
Meany believes school administrators are finding that teaching
abstinence exclusively in sexual
education programs is unhealthy,
because students who are sexually
active need to be taught how to be
safe in sex ual situations.
Jackson said the city's Public
Health De partmen t also sees
abstinence-only educatio n as less
effect ive than a compre hens ive
approach to sexual educat io n.
"Abst inence is c learly the
safest option," Jackson said. " But
you also need to teach peopleespecially people who are sexually active- how to do it safer and
what the risks are."

AP

Hockey fan Leni Sommer's sign, displayed at a town hall meeting
w ith NHL representatives on Nov. 3, reflects many people's feelings about the lockout.

Continued from Back Page

ed. that teaches abstinence exclusively. She believes if students
are given information about sex
that includes abstinence and safe
sex pract ices, they will make
healthy decisions.
" We kno w young people are
engaging in sex ual ac tivities, and
we need to educa te th em,"
Fischman said.
According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention 's
2003 Yo uth Ri sk Behav ior
Surveillance Survey, 46.7 percent
of students in ninth thro ug h 12th
grades have had sexual intercourse and 34.3 percent are currently sexuall y active, or have had
sexual intercourse within three
months of taking the s urvey.
Of those sexually active students,
63 percent indicated that they or
their partner used a condom during
their last sexual encounter.
T he C hi cago Depa rtme nt of
Public Health also advocates a

comprehens ive approach to sexual education , said Mike Jackson,
directo r of communications and
po licy for the department.
The department 's seven STD
and A IDS clinics across the c ity
o ffer testing and provide access
to contracepti ves, Jackson said.
Upon req uest, CDPH offi cials
partner up with Chicago Public
Schools and spec ial events s uch
as World AIDS Day to s pread
awareness about safe sex.
Like P lanned Parenthood, the
Pub lic Health Departme nt sees
syphilis as a problem in Chicago
and works thro ugh ne ighborhood
focus groups to combat the disease, Jackson said.
A t Jo nes Co llege P rep, 606 S.
State St., Matt Meany, chairman
of physical health and safety education, teaches his students a
combination of absti nence and
safe sex. It is his goal to "promote well-rou nded students ."

. •
Police responded to a simple
as_sault at the Pacific Garden
Mission, 646 S. State St., on Nov.
L The offender, a 38-year-old
male, told a 43-year-old male he
would; "beat him up." The victim
)\'as asked to leave the mission,
l\Il.d he Oed when police arrived.
No one was arrested in connection
with this incident.

P ol\ce responded to an armed
robbery that occurred Jn !lie parking lotoftheCott:onClub; 17l0 S.
Michigan '·Ave., at 4:05 a.th. on
Nov. I. The ,victims,.~26-year-old
male and a male of ulljglown age, • / Police responded to a bur~lary
told police they wer,e· ap,J?roached at ihe East-West University bOOk·
by two men, o ne of who displayed store. 816 S. Michigan Ave.• on
a . c hrome hl\Ildgun.'" Tne an:il.e d Nov, I at2:20p.m. The owner told
man demanded money from the police · the ' offender, who is
26-year-old victim and the victim believed to be a 35-year-old m ate,
handed ove< his
which was entered the . store while it! was
valued at $5.0 and
$ 15(1 ' closM/ broke the lock on a safe
Tbe
took
the and took a bag Containing $60Q.
, 9Jher
No one ~ been arrested io con, tim's.
nection with

No ntore soda for
CPS girls and boys
0 Health experts say j uice step in right direction
By Alicia Dorr
City Beat Ednor

Soon Chicago Public Schools
students wi ll no longer be able to
satisfy their cravings for CocaCo la in class . After the soft
dri nk gia nt's contract expires
Nov. 15, CPS wi ll be phasing out
soda pop from the ve nd ing
machines in fa vor of juice and
sport s d rinks.
The new con tract. approved by
the Chicago Board of Educat ion.
is with American Bottling Co ..
allows onl y fruit j ui ces, no n-carbonated sports drinks and wate r.
CPS spokesman Mik e Va ugh n
Sllid thi s wa s very important to

the sc hool system.
··we fe lt it wa s the ri ght thing
to do for our students ... Va ughn

-;a id. "'It is m 1 important mov~ ...

l 'nder the agreement, o nl y 100
percent fruit juices will be ava il abl e in el ementary schoo ls. On
the high sc hool level. howeve r.
princi pals choose from a li st
w h1ch produc ts to o ffer in the ir
vcnd1ng machin es. Juice:-, in high
:-,dh )(l l vendin g mac hin e~ will be

requi red to be 50 percent juice.
Upper level schools arc give n a
wider variety because by that
point yo ung people have their
di et patterns mostly set. Vaughn

sa id .
CP S has already made the
move to e limin a te j un k food
fro m vending machines, according to Vaughn. In the cafeteria s
the re are many options, incl uding vegetarian, aimed at suppl ying students with health ier fare.
Whe n Coca-Cola's contrac t
started w ind ing down, Vaughn
said converti ng the ve nding
mach ines wa s a natural c hoice.

"We arc progress ive when it
comes to o ur students ' hea lth.
We're alway s look ing to do
things in a hea lthier way."
Vaug hn sa id .

Some publi c schoo ls in
C hicago, such as Walter Payton
College Prep. 1034 N. Well s S t. .
do not have soda in th e ir
machines. a nyway. Vaug hn said
the change would positi ve ly
affect quit e a few sc hoo ls.
CPS is still negot iat ing the
contract with A meri can Bott lin g

Co. to dec ide what kind o f re venue the school s will s hare with
The school s
the compa ny.
received aro und ~4 million a
yea r fro m Coca-Cola..
It is
uncertain whether the new con tract wi ll mea n a dip in revenue.
but Vaughn said CPS is not taking that into account.

Theresa ScarbroughfThe Chronicle

Chicago Public Schools will let its contract with Coca-Cola expire this November in favo r of fru it
juices, flavored water a nd sports drinks offered by American Bottling Co. High school principals
wi ll be a llowed to c hoose from a list of healthy drinks, w hi le e leme ntary schools will be requ ired
to stock only 100 percent fruit juice.
" Any fin anc ial co ncern is at
th e bottom of our list," Vaughn
said. "Our co ncern is the stu-

dents.''
In school di stricts tha t have
made sim il ar c hanges , like in
New York a nd Seattle , so me

question whether the new drink
choices are much health ier th an
the o ld o nes. American Bollling
Co. will stock Chicago Publ ic
Sc hools with Snapplc, Welc h' s
juices, fla vored water, Gatorade
and other o ptions. Many of the

Snapp le juices th a t will be
offered in high school vending
mac hine s have more than 25
grams of sugar, compared with
Coca-Cola' s 35 grams.
Steve Jarman, vice president
S ee CPS, Page 22

Health Department dispenses
flavorful way to avoid STDs
0 Health officials maintain abstinence is still the best way to avoid disease
By Jeff Danna
City Beat Editor

Tracy Fischma n, vice pres ident
of Planned Parenthood C hicago,
knows a thing or two about the
consequences of sex ual be havior.
Her nine health care centers in
the Chicago area service about
30,000 wome n a year who have
c oncerns about reproducti ve
healt h and sexual ed ucat io n.
Even though Fischman has w itnessed the negati ve effects o f
sexua l ac tivity, she and othe r
members of Planned Pare nt hood
do not advocate abstinence-only
education.
"Fundame nta lly we believe
abstinence is part of a larger program," Fischman said. "When

A rise in syph ili s cases in Il linois p rompted the s tate
Department of P ub lic Health to d is tribute 360,000 flavored condoms to health cli nics, a n a tte m pt to combat d iseases transmitted throug h o ra l sex. The department distribute d 2.4 m illio n
condoms to cli nics this year.

people choose to come here, they
do so beca use they know we provide q ua lity service .. . and they
know we provide the information
people need to make hea lthy
dec isions."
Like other orga nizatio ns and
healt h teac hers in C hicago,
Planned Parenthood sees the fede ra I governme nt' s support of
abstine nce-o nly educational initiatives as only part of a mo re
comprehensive sexual education.
For the 2005 fiscal yea r,
www.ColumbmChronlclo.com

President George W. Bush proposed doubling the amo unt of
federa l money allotted to abstine ncc -o nly ed ucation to $273
million. This money would be
given to the De partme nt of
Health and Human Serv ices to
establish programs that teach 12to 18-year-olds to abstain from
sexual activity until marriage.
The Ill inoi s Depart me nt of
Pub lic Hea lth has a different
approac h to sexua l e ducation,
sa id Tom Sc hafer, director of
commu nications for the department.
Each year the department uses
fede ra l money allotted for disease prevention to purc hase condoms for distribut io n in public
health c linics across Il linois. T hi s
year, the 2.4 million condoms
inc luded 360,000 that were fla·
vorcd. Schafer said they were
purc hased to co mbat the spread
of sexua lly transmitted diseases
thro ugh oral sex.
"This has been some thing we
look at eac h year by going to
cl inics," Schafer said. "[C linic
offic ia ls said ] there has been an
upswi ng in oral sex, and we arc
see ing, besides that, a surge in
syphilis d ue to ora l sex. "
Fisc hma n
said
P la nned

Parenthood workers are a lso con·
cerned that the number of STD
c ases in the Chic ago area is
" unacceptably high."
In 2002, C hicago had 1,145
cases of syphilis out of 32,87 1
cases in the United States,
according to Illinois Department
of Public Health . Also in
C hi cago in 2002, the re were
13,8 14 cases of gonorrhea, or 3.9
percent of national cases, and
24,673 cases of c hlamydia, or 2.9
pe rcent of nationa l cases.
Natio na lly in 2002, there were
35 1,852 cases of gonorrhea and
834,555 cases of chlamydia.
Because Fischma n sees as
large numbers of STD cases in
Illinois, P lanned Parenthood
offers comprehe nsive sexua l educat ion to its patrons. Planned
Parenthood 's Ch icago locatio ns
offer coun seling, contraceptive
services and testing fo r STDs.
Planned Parenthood C hicago
also has a contract with Chicago
Public Schools that allows the
organization to provide sex education in the city's middle and
hi gh schools, Fischman said. Her
organizatio n
d iscourage s
a
"sha me-based" approach to sex
See Sex Ed, Pa ge 23

